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Bridging the gap between modal temporal logics
and constraint-based QSR1 as an ALC(D)
spatio-temporalisation with weakly cyclic TBoxes
AMAR ISLI
Fachbereich Informatik, Universita¨t Hamburg
The aim of this work is to provide a family of qualitative theories for spatial change in general,
and for motion of spatial scenes in particular. Motion of an n-object spatial scene is seen as a
change (over time) of the (qualitative) spatial relations between the different objects involved in
the scene —if, for instance, the spatial relations are those of the well-known Region-Connection
Calculus RCC8, then the objects of the scene are seen as regions of a topological space, and motion
of the scene as a change in the RCC8 relations on the different pairs of the objects. To achieve
this, we consider a spatio-temporalisation MTALC(Dx), of the well-known ALC(D) family of
Description Logics (DLs) with a concrete domain: the MTALC(Dx) concepts are interpreted
over infinite k-ary trees, with the nodes standing for time points; the roles split into m + n
immediate-successor (accessibility) relations, which are antisymmetric and serial, and of which m
are general, not necessarily functional, the other n functional; the concrete domain Dx is generated
by an RCC8-like spatial Relation Algebra (RA) x. The (long-term) goal is to design a platform for
the implementation of flexible and efficient domain-specific languages for tasks involving spatial
change. In order to capture the expressiveness of most modal temporal logics encountered in the
literature, we introduce weakly cyclic Terminological Boxes (TBoxes) of MTALC(Dx), whose
axioms capture the decreasing property of modal temporal operators. We show the important
result that satisfiability of an MTALC(Dx) concept with respect to a weakly cyclic TBox is
decidable in nondeterministic exponential time, by reducing it to the emptiness problem of a weak
alternating automaton augmented with spatial constraints, which we show to remain decidable,
although the accepting condition of a run involves, additionally to the standard case, consistency
of a CSP (Constraint Satisfaction Problem) potentially infinite. The result provides a tableaux-
like satisfiability procedure which we will discuss. Finally, given the importance and cognitive
plausibility of continuous change in the real physical world, we provide a discussion showing
that our decidability result extends to the case where the nodes of the k-ary tree-structures are
interpreted as (durative) intervals, and each of the m+n roles as the meets relation of Allen’s RA
of interval relations.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: []:
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Spatio-temporal reasoning, qualitative reasoning, modal
temporal logics, alternating automata, description logics, concrete domain, constraint satisfaction
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1. INTRODUCTION
Modal temporal logics are well-known in computer science in general, and in Artificial
Intelligence (AI) in particular. Important issues that need to be addressed, when defining a
modal temporal logic, include the ontological issue of whether to choose points or intervals
as the primitive objects, and the issue of whether time is a total (linear) or a partial order.
For more details, the reader is referred to books such as van Benthem’s [van Benthem
1983], or to survey articles such as Vila’s [Vila 1994].
Qualitative Spatial Reasoning (henceforth QSR), and more generally Qualitative Rea-
soning (QR), differs from quantitative reasoning by its particularity of remaining at a de-
scription level as high as possible. In other words, QSR sticks at the idea of “making only
as many distinctions as necessary” [Cohn 1997], idea borrowed to naı¨ve physics [Hayes
1985b]. The core motivation behind this is that, whenever the number of distinctions that
need to be made is finite, the reasoning issue can get rid of the calculation details of quan-
titative models, and be transformed into a simple matter of symbol manipulation; in the
particular case of constraint-based QSR, this generally means a finite RA [Tarski 1941]
(see also [Du¨ntsch et al. 1999; Ladkin and Maddux 1994; Maddux 2002]), with tables
recording the results of applying the different operations to the different atoms, and the
reasoning issue reduced to a matter of table look-ups: a good illustration to this is the well-
known topological calculus RCC8 [Randell et al. 1992; Egenhofer 1991]. One plausible
way of responding to criticisms against QSR languages (which include Forbus, Nielsen
and Faltings’ [Forbus et al. 1991] poverty conjecture, and Habel’s [Habel 1995] argument
that such languages suffer from not having “the ability to refine discrete structures if nec-
essary”), and against QR languages in general, is to define such languages according to
cognitive adequacy criteria [Renz et al. 2000]. For more details on QSR, and on QR in
general, the reader is referred to survey articles such as [Cohn 1997; Dague (MQ&D coor-
dinated by) 1995].
Considered separately, modal temporal logics and constraint-based QSR have each an
important place in AI. However, an important goal for research in AI, which has not re-
ceived enough attention so far, is to define well-founded languages combining modal tem-
poral logics and QSR languages. Such languages are key representational tools for tasks
involving qualitative spatial change. Examples of such tasks include satellite-like surveil-
lance of large-scale geographic spaces, and (qualitative) path planning for robot navigation
[Escrig and Toledo 1998; Freksa 1992b; Isli 2002; Latombe 1991; Schlieder 1993; Zim-
mermann and Freksa 1996].
The goal of the present work is to enhance the expressiveness of modal temporal logics
with qualitative spatial constraints. What we get is a family of qualitative theories for spa-
tial change in general, and for motion of spatial scenes in particular. The family consists
of domain-specific spatio-temporal (henceforth s-t) languages, and is obtained by spatio-
temporalising a well-known family of description logics (DLs) with a concrete domain,
known as ALC(D) [Baader and Hanschke 1991]. ALC(D) originated from a pure DL
known as ALC [Schmidt-Schauss and Smolka 1991], with m ≥ 0 roles all of which are
general, not necessarily functional relations, and which Schild [Schild 1991] has shown to
be expressively equivalent to Halpern and Moses’ K(m) modal logic [Halpern and Moses
1985]. ALC(D) is obtained by adding to ALC functional roles (better known as abstract
features), a concrete domain D, and concrete features (which refer to objects of the con-
crete domain). The spatio-temporalisation of ALC(D) is obtained, as the name suggests,
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by performing two specialisations at the same time:
(1) temporalisation of the roles, so that they consist of m + n immediate-successor (ac-
cessibility) relations R1, . . . Rm, f1, . . . , fn, of which the Ri’s are general, not neces-
sarily functional relations, and the fi’s functional relations; and
(2) spatialisation of the concrete domainD: the concrete domain is nowDx, and is gener-
ated by a spatial RA x, such as the Region-Connection Calculus RCC8 [Randell et al.
1992].
The final spatio-temporalisation ofALC(D)will be referred to asMT ALC(Dx) (MT ALC
for Modal T emporalALC). To summarise,MT ALC(Dx) verifies the following:
(1) the (abstract) domain (i.e., the set of worlds in modal logics terminology) ofMT ALC(Dx)
interpretations is a universe of time points;
(2) the roles consist of m + n immediate-successor relations R1, . . . Rm, f1, . . . , fn, of
which the Ri’s are general, not necessarily functional relations, and the fi’s are func-
tional relations;
(3) the roles are antisymmetric and serial, and we denote, as usual, the transitive closure
and the reflexive-transitive closure of a relation R by R+ and R∗, respectively;
(4) the concrete domain Dx is generated by an RCC8-like constraint-based qualitative
spatial language x; and
(5) the concrete features are functions from the abstract domain onto objects of the con-
crete domain: in the case of x being RCC8, for instance, the objects of the concrete
domain are regions of a topological space.
When viewed as a domain-specific high-level vision system, a theory of the family has the
following properties:
(1) “the eyes” of the system are the concrete features: with each object Oi of the (chang-
ing) spatial domain at hand, we associate one and only one concrete feature gi, which
is given the task of “keeping an eye” on Oi’s position as time flows;
(2) the (concrete) feature chains other than the concrete features, which consist of finite
chains (compositions) of abstract features terminated by a concrete feature, and allow
to access from a given node of an interpretation, the value of a concrete feature at
another, future node, constitute “the predictive” engine of the system;
(3) the objects of the concrete domain are concrete objects of the spatial domain at hand;
and
(4) the predicates of the concrete domain constitute “the high-level memory” of the sys-
tem, able of representing knowledge on objects of the spatial domain at hand, as seen
by the concrete features or predicted by the feature chains, as spatial constraints on
tuples of the corresponding concrete features or feature chains.
The idea of domains in LP (Logic Programming) [Benhamou and Colmerauer 1993; Colmer-
auer 1990; Jaffar and Lassez 1987; Jaffar and Maher 1994; van Hentenryck 1989] has led
to CLP (Constraint Logic Programming) with a specific domain, such as CLP(QI ) and
CLP(IN), known to be efficient implementations of CLP with, respectively, the rationals
and the integers as a specific domain. The motivation behind the extension of ALC to
ALC(D) was similar, in that with ALC(D) we can refer directly to objects of the domain
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we are interested in, thanks to the concrete features, and to the (concrete) feature chains
in general, and record knowledge on these objects, as “seen” by the concrete features or
“predicted” by the feature chains, thanks to the predicates. This allows the objects of the
domain at hand, and the knowledge on them, to be isolated from the knowledge on the
abstract objects, sufficiently enough to allow for an easy and efficient implementation. In
this respect, MT ALC(DRCC8), for instance, will be an implementation of MT ALC,
the temporal component, with a concrete domain DRCC8 generated by RCC8.
MT ALC(Dx) is the result of combining a temporalisation of a pure DL language,ALC
[Schmidt-Schauss and Smolka 1991], with a spatialisation of a constraint-based language
reflected by a concrete domain D. The discussion of the previous paragraph, on the sepa-
ration of the knowledge on the objects of the domain at hand, from the knowledge on the
abstract objects, leads to an important computational advantage in the use of this way of
getting spatio-temporal languages, instead of combining two or more modal logics, which
is known to potentially lead to undecidable spatio-temporal languages —even when the
combined parts are tractable [Bennett et al. 2002; Bennett et al. 2002]! With DLs, it is
known that, as long as the pure DL and the constraint-based language reflected by the con-
crete domain are decidable, the resulting DL with a concrete domain is so that satisfiability
of a concept w.r.t. an acyclic TBox is decidable [Baader and Hanschke 1991].
Constraint-based languages candidate for generating a concrete domain for a member of
our family of spatio-temporal theories, are spatial RAs for which the atomic relations form
a decidable subset —i.e., such that consistency of a CSP expressed as a conjunction of n-
ary relations on n-tuples of objects, where n is the arity of the RA relations, is decidable.
Examples of such RAs known in the literature include, the Region-Connection Calculus
RCC8 in [Randell et al. 1992] (see also [Egenhofer 1991]), the Cardinal Directions Algebra
CDA in [Frank 1992], and the rectangle algebra in [Balbiani et al. 1998] (see also [Gu¨sgen
1989; Mukerjee and Joe 1990]) for the binary case; and the RA CYCt of 2D orientations
in [Isli and Cohn 1998; 2000] for the ternary case.
The paper, without loss of generality, will focus on two concrete domains generated by
two of the three binary spatial RAs mentioned above,RCC8 [Randell et al. 1992] and CDA
[Frank 1992]; and on a third concrete domain generated by the ternary spatial RA CYCt
in [Isli and Cohn 1998; 2000]. It is known that, in the general case, satisfiability of an
ALC(D) concept with respect to a cyclic Terminological Box (TBox) is undecidable (see,
e.g., [Lutz 2001]). In this work, we define a weak form of TBox cyclicity,2 which captures
the decreasing property of modal temporal operators. The pure DL MT ALC, consist-
ing of the temporal component of MT ALC(Dx), together with weakly cyclic TBoxes,
captures the expressiveness of most modal temporal logics encountered in the literature.
Similarly to eventuality formulas in modal temporal logics, some of the defined concepts
ofMT ALC(Dx) will be referred to as eventuality concepts, for the axioms defining them
describe situations that need to be effectively satisfied sometime in the future. As an ex-
ample of such defined concepts, the conceptC defined by the axiom C .= p⊔∃f.C, where
p is an atomic proposition, and f an immediate-successor accessibility relation, associat-
ing with each state of an interpretation its immediate successor, describes the eventuality
formula♦p, of, say, Propositional Linear Temporal Logic (PLTP). For a state s of an inter-
pretation to satisfy the eventuality formula ♦p, there should exist a descendent node of s,
2Intuitively, a TBox is weakly cyclic if all its cycles are of degree 1, reflected by a defined concept appearing in
the right hand side of the axiom defining it (within the scope of an exitential or universal quantifier).
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along the infinite path fω, satisfying p. The axiom C .= p ⊔ ∃f.C, however, may leave p
unsatisfied, and still give the false impression that it is satisfied: this is a well-known situa-
tion in modal temporal logics, which may happen by eternally reporting the satisfiability to
the next state, and which can be get rid of by having recourse to the theory of automata on
infinite objects (see, e.g., [Isli 1996; Vardi and Wolper 1986]). This discussion is important
for the understanding of the way are obtained the accepting states of the (weak) alternat-
ing automaton on infinite objects, associated with the satisfiability of an MT ALC(Dx)
concept w.r.t. an MT ALC(Dx) weakly cyclic TBox.
In a nondeterministic automaton on infinite words, the transition function, say δ, is so
that δ(a, q), where a is a letter of the alphabet and q an element of the set Q of states, is
a subset of Q; and a state q accepts a word u = av, if and only if (iff) there exists a state
q′ ∈ δ(a, q) accepting the suffix v. In alternating automata, δ(a, q), when put in a certain
normal form, is a set of subsets of Q; and a state q accepts a word u = av, iff there exists
a set of states Q′ ∈ δ(a, q), such that each state q′ in Q′ accepts the suffix v. This intuitive
definition of acceptance works only when no condition is imposed on the so called run
of the automaton on the the input (infinite) word. When such a condition is imposed, the
acceptance requires more: in the case of Bu¨chi automata, for instance, where the accepting
condition is given by a subset F of the set of states, the states repeated infinitely often in
any branch of the run should include a state of F .
The theory of alternating automata [Muller and Schupp 1987] on infinite words, and
on infinite trees in general, is a generalisation of the theory of nondeterministic automata
[Rabin 1969]. In this work, we will mostly need weak alternating automata [Muller et al.
1992].
Furthermore, we will need to extend standard alternating automata, in order to handle
interpretations “following” the evolution of a spatial scene of interest over time, by record-
ing at each node, thanks to concrete features, the positions of the objects of the scene. The
new kind of alternating automata handle spatial constraints on concrete features, and on
(concrete) feature chains in general, which allow them to restrict the values of the differ-
ent concrete features at the different nodes of an interpretation. As a consequence, the
accepting condition will involve, not only the states infinitely often repeated in a run, but
a CSP as well, which is potentially infinite. We show that the “injection” of spatial con-
straints into standard weak alternating automata does not compromise decidability of the
emptiness problem, which we show can be achieved in nondeterministic exponential time.
We prove the important result that, satisfiability of an MT ALC(Dx) concept with re-
spect to an MT ALC(Dx) weakly cyclic TBox is decidable, by reducing it to the empti-
ness problem of a weak alternating automaton augmented with spatial constraints. A first
discussion will show that the result provides an effective tableaux-like satisfiability pro-
cedure, with the particularity of dynamically handling spatial constraints, using constraint
propagation techniques, which allows it to potentially reduce the search space. A second
discussion will clarify how the decidability result extends to the case where the nodes of
the k-ary tree-structures are interpreted as (durative) intervals, and each of the m+n roles
as the meets relation of Allen’s RA of interval relations [Allen 1983].
Weakly definable languages of infinite words (or ω-words), and of infinite k-ary trees in
general, were first defined by Rabin [Rabin 1970]: a language L is weakly definable iff L
and its complement L are Bu¨chi (L is Bu¨chi iff there exists a Bu¨chi automaton accepting
L). Muller, Saoudi and Schupp [Muller et al. 1992] have shown (1) that a language is
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weakly definable iff there exists a weak alternating automaton accepting it; and (2) that
a weak alternating automaton can be simulated with a Bu¨chi nondeterministic automaton
(see also [Muller and Schupp 1995]). The emptiness problem of a Bu¨chi nondeterministic
automaton, in turn, is known to be trivially decidable [Rabin 1969].
Computing with alternating automata is easy. In particular, the complement of a lan-
guage accepted by an alternating automaton M , is the language of the alternating automa-
ton M ′, obtained from M by dualising the transition function (interchanging the ∧ and ∨
operators), and complementing the accepting condition (see the complementation theorem
in [Muller and Schupp 1987]).
The particularity of weak alternating automata is that, one can find a partition Q =
Q1 ∪ · · · ∪ Qm of the set Q of states, and a partial order ≥ on this partition, so that if
q′ ∈ δ(a, q), then there exist i, j ∈ {1, · · · ,m}, such that q ∈ Qi ∧ q′ ∈ Qj ∧Qi ≥ Qj .
1.1 The way from LP to distributed spatial CLP (dsCLP)
The theoretical framework of Logic Programming (LP) is the propositional calculus. A
logic program can be seen as deciding satisfiability of a conjunction of Horn clauses. In
reality, however, one cannot always restrict the knowledge on the real world, to Boolean
combinations of atomic, Boolean propositions. One has to face the problem of represent-
ing, and dealing with, knowledge on a specific domain of interest, generally consisting
of objects referred to by variables. Such knowledge is represented using constraints of
the form P (x1, . . . , xn), where P is an n-ary predicate, and the xi are variables. Such
constraints are referred to as domains in CLP.
CLP incorporates the idea of domains into LP, so that, for instance, the user can restrict
the range of a variable, or of a pair of variables, either with the use of a unary constraint
(on a variable), or with the use of a binary constraint (on a pair of variables). Search al-
gorithms based on consistency techniques [Benhamou and Colmerauer 1993; Colmerauer
1990; Jaffar and Lassez 1987; Jaffar and Maher 1994; van Hentenryck 1989], can then
use a priori pruning during the search, generally by applying a filtering algorithm, such
as arc-consistency [Mackworth 1977; Montanari 1974], at each node of the search tree,
which potentially reduces the domains of the variables and of the pairs of variables (thus
reducing the subtree of the search space rooted at the current node3). Modal temporal log-
ics, in turn, can be seen as a mean for distributing LP, which leads to distibuted LP (dLP).
Adding variable (and pair-of-variable) domains to dLP, in a similar way as in LP, leads to
distributed CLP (dCLP). The general use, and understanding of, a domain in CLP and in
dCLP, is as a unary constraint, of the form R(x), stating that variable x is constrained to
belong to the unary predicate R; or as a binary constraint, of the form S(x, y), stating that
the pair (x, y) of variables is constrained to belong to the binary predicate S: R is nothing
else than a subset of the whole universe of values used for variables’ instantiation, and S a
subset of the cross product of the universe by itself (the universe is generally the set IR of
reals, or any of its subsets, such as the set QI of rationals, the set IN of integers, or the set
{0, 1} symbolising the Booleans).
In QSR, restricting the domain of a variable to a strict subset of the (continuous) spa-
tial domain at hand (the two-dimensional space, for instance), has generally no practical
importance. In other words, unary constraints do not have as much importance as in tra-
ditional CLP. Indeed, a conjunction of QSR constraints (in other words, a QSR CSP) is
3By current node, we mean the node of the tree-like search space where the search is.
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always node- and arc-consistent. Examples of QSR constraint languages for which this is
the case, include languages of binary relations we have already mentioned: the Region-
Connection Calculus in [Randell et al. 1992; Egenhofer 1991], the Cardinal Directions
Algebra in [Frank 1992] and the rectangle algebra in [Balbiani et al. 1998; Gu¨sgen 1989;
Mukerjee and Joe 1990]. For these languages, the lowest local-consistency filtering, which
can potentially reduce the search space, is path consistency. This is not the end of the
story: there are QSR constraint languages for which CSPs expressed in them are already
strongly 3-consistent (i.e., node-, arc- and path-consistent), and for which effectiveness of
local-consistency filtering starts from 4-consistency (for instance, the ternary RA of 2D
orientations in [Isli and Cohn 1998; 2000]).
It should be clear now that, in order to be able to reason qualitatively about space within
CLP or within dCLP, one has to adapt it, so that the domains reflect the reality of the
spatial domain at hand: the domains should be binary constraints, if the constraint language
used for representing spatial knowledge is binary (such as the three mentioned above), and
ternary constraints, if the language is ternary (such as the one mentioned above). To make
things clearer, suppose that the representational language is RCC8. The spatial domain at
hand, used for instantiating the spatial variables, is then the set of regions of a topological
space. A pair of spatial variables of a CLP program, if no restriction is given, is related by
theRCC8 universal relation, which is the set of the eight atoms of the language. A domain
in this case is any subset of the set of all eight atoms (in other words, any RCC8 relation),
which will restrict the instantiations of pairs of variables, to those pairs of regions of the
topological space at hand that are related by an atom of the domain.
We refer to CLP and dCLP with spatial variables as described above, as sCLP (spatial
CLP) and dsCLP (distributed sCLP).
1.2 Associating a weak alternating automaton with the satisfiability of a concept
w.r.t. a weakly cyclic TBox: an overview
Given an MT ALC(Dx) concept C and an MT ALC(Dx) weakly cyclic TBox T , the
problem we will be interested in is, the satisfiability of C with respect to T . The axioms in
T are of the form B .= E, where B is a defined concept name, and E an MT ALC(Dx)
concept. Using C, we introduce a new defined concept name, Binit, given by the axiom
Binit
.
= C. We denote by T ′ the TBox consisting of T augmented with the new axiom:
T ′ = T ∪ {Binit
.
= C}. The alternating automaton we associate with the satisfiability of
C w.r.t. the TBox T , so that satisfiability holds iff the language accepted by the automaton
is not empty, is now almost entirely given by the TBox T ′: the defined concept names
represent the states of the automaton,Binit being the initial state; the transition function is
given by the axioms themselves. However, some modification of the axioms is needed.
Given anMT ALC(Dx) axiomB
.
= E in T ′, the method to be proposed decomposesE
into some kind of Disjunctive Normal Form, dnf2(E), which is free of occurrences of the
form ∀R.E. Intuitively, the concept E is satisfiable by the state consisting of the defined
concept name B, iff there exists an element S of dnf2(E) that is satisfiable by B. An
element S of dnf2(E) is a conjunction written as a set, of the form Sprop ∪ Scsp ∪ S∃,
where:
(1) Sprop is a set of primitive concepts and negated primitive concepts —it is worth noting
here that, while the defined concepts (those concept names appearing as the left hand
side of an axiom) define the states of our automaton, the primitive concepts (the other
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concept names) correspond to atomic propositions in, e.g., classical propositional cal-
culus;
(2) Scsp is a set of concepts of the form ∃(u1) · · · (un).P , where u1, . . . , un are feature
chains and P a relation (predicate) of an n-ary spatial RA; and
(3) S∃ is a set of concepts of the form ∃R.E1, where R is a role and E1 is a concept.
The procedure ends with a TBox T ′ of which all axioms are so written. Once T ′ has been
so written, we denote:
(1) by af(T ′), the set of abstract features appearing in T ′; and
(2) by rrc(T ′), the set of concepts appearing in T ′, of the form ∃R.E, with R being a
general, not necessarily functional role, and E a concept.
The alternating automaton to be associated with T ′, will operate on (Kripke) structures
which are infinitem+p-ary trees, with m = |af(T ′)| and p = |rrc(T ′)|. Such a structure,
say t, is associated with a truth-value assignment function π, assigning to each node, the
set of those primitive concepts appearing in T ′ that are true at the node. With t are also
associated the concrete features appearing in T ′: such a concrete feature, g, is mapped at
each node of t, to a (concrete) object of the spatial domain in consideration (e.g., a region
of a topological space if the concrete domain is generated by RCC8).
The feature chains are of the form f1 . . . fkg,4 with k ≥ 0, where the fi’s are abstract
features (also known, as alluded to before, as functional roles: functions from the abstract
domain onto the abstract domain), whereas g is a concrete feature (a function from the
abstract domain onto the set of objects of the concrete domain). The sets S are used to
label the nodes of the search space. Informally, a run of the tableaux-like search space is
a disjunction-free subspace, obtained by selecting at each node, labelled, say, with S, one
element of dnf2(S).
Let σ be a run, s0 a node of σ, and S the label of s0, and suppose that Scsp con-
tains ∃(u1)(u2).P (we assume, without loss of generality, a concrete domain generated
by a binary spatial RA, such as RCC8 [Randell et al. 1992; Egenhofer 1991]), with
u1 = f1 . . . fkg1 and u2 = f ′1 . . . f ′mg2. The concept ∃(u1)(u2).P gives birth to new
nodes of the run, s1 = f1(s0), s2 = f2(s1), . . . , sk = fk(sk−1), sk+1 = f ′1(s0), sk+2 =
f ′2(sk+1), . . . , sk+m = f
′
m(sk+m−1); to new variables of what could be called the (global)
CSP, CSP(σ), of σ; and to a new constraint of CSP(σ). The new variables are 〈sk, g1〉 and
〈sk+m, g2〉, which denote the values of the concrete features g1 and g2 at nodes sk and
sk+m, respectively. The new constraint is P (〈sk, g1〉, 〈sk+m, g2〉). The set of all such
variables together with the set of all such constraints, generated by node s0, give the CSP
CSPσ(s0) of σ at s0; and the union of all CSPs CSPs(σ), over the nodes s of σ, gives
CSP(σ). As the discussion shows, dsCLP does not reduce to a mere distribution of sCLP,
consisting of sCLP at each node, with additionally temporal precedence on the different
nodes: the feature chains make it possible to refer to the values of the different concrete
features at the different nodes of a run, and restrict these values using spatial predicates.
The pruning process during the tableaux method will now work as follows. The search
will make use of a data structure Queue, which will be handled in very much the same
4Throughout the rest of the paper, a feature chain f1 . . . fkg is interpreted as within the Description Logics
Community —i.e., as the composition f1 ◦ . . . ◦ fk ◦ g: we remind the user that (f1 ◦ . . . ◦ fk ◦ g)(x) =
g(fk(fk−1(. . . (f2(f1(x)))))).
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fashion as such a data structure is handled in local consistency algorithms, such as arc- or
path-consistency [Mackworth 1977; Montanari 1974], in standard CSPs. The data struc-
ture is initially empty. Then whenever a new node s is added to the search space, the global
CSP of the run being constructed is updated, by augmenting it with (the variables and) the
constraints generated, as described above, by s. Once the CSP has been updated, so that it
includes the local CSP at the current node, the local consisteny pruning is applied by prop-
agating the constraints in Queue. Once a run has been fully constructed, and only then, its
global CSP is solved. In the case of a concrete domain generated by a binary, RCC8-like
RA, the filtering is achieved with a path-consisteny algorithm [Allen 1983], and the solving
of the global CSP, after a run has been fully constructed, with a solution search algorithm
such as Ladkin and Reinefeld’s [Ladkin and Reinefeld 1992]. In the case of a concrete do-
main generated by a ternary spatial RA, the filtering and the solving processes are achieved
with the 4-consistency and the search algorithms in [Isli and Cohn 1998; 2000].
1.3 The relation to Bayesian networks
In the case of feature chains of length one (i.e., reducing to concrete features), we will
discuss how to combine the predicate concepts, of the form ∃(g1)(g2).P , with conditional
probabilities, which will make the relation, at the current state, on a pair of concrete fea-
tures, dependant only on the relation on the same pair at the previous state: the conditional
probabilities will provide, for the relation on a pair of concrete features, the probability
to be s, given that it was r at the previous state, r and s being atoms of the spatial RA
x. This will give us a family of ALC(D)-like languages, BNALC(Dx), for probabilis-
tic, Bayesian-network-like reasoning (see, e.g., [Pearl 2000; Russell and Norvig 2003]),
about qualitative spatio-temporal knowledge. This is particularly important for prediction
[Rimey and Brown 1992] in, for instance, scene interpretation in high-level computer vi-
sion. One possibility of setting the conditional probabilities is to learn them. Another is
to assume continuous change and uniform probability distribution: the conditional proba-
bilities can then be derived straightforwardly from what is known in QSR as the theory of
conceptual neighbourhoods (see, e.g., [Freksa 1992a]).
1.4 Related work
1.4.1 Motion and spatial change as s-t histories. According to [Hayes 1985a], s-t his-
tories are space-time regions traced by objects over time. For the n-dimensional (n-d for
short) space, a s-t history is an n+ 1-d volume. Such a history (of an object, or of a scene
in general, of the n-d space) can be recorded by associating with the flow of time a camera
“filming” the scene. The approach we propose respects this view of spatial change, and of
motion in particular. Each member of our family of theories is an ALC(D)-like DL, with
temporalised roles, and a spatial concrete domain. The temporalised roles allow the DL to
capture the flow of time. The spatial concrete domain, in some sense, plays the role of a
camera:
(1) the concrete features can be seen, as already argued, as the eyes of the camera (one
eye per object of the spatial scene at hand); and
(2) the knowledge on the spatial scene, as perceived by the camera’s eyes, is (qualitatively)
recorded by the predicates, as spatial constraints on tuples of the objects involved in
the scene.
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Contrary to other approaches [Hazarika and Cohn 2001; 2002; Muller 1998], ours makes
clear the borderline between the temporal component and the spatial component. Indeed,
the general ALC(D) framework [Baader and Hanschke 1991] was originally inspired by
domain-specific Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) [Benhamou and Colmerauer 1993;
Colmerauer 1990; Jaffar and Lassez 1987; Jaffar and Maher 1994; van Hentenryck 1989],
which, as already explained, gave birth to many efficient and flexible domain-specific im-
plementations of CLP (for instance, CLP(IR), CLP(QI ), CLP(IN), CLP(Intervals)). Each
theory of our family can give birth to an efficient and flexible implementation of dsCLP
with a specific spatial domain (each RCC8-like RA can generate such a domain).
1.4.2 Approaches based on multi-dimensional modal logics. Approaches based on
multi-dimensional modal logics for the representation of s-t knowledge, exist in the lit-
erature [Balbiani and Condotta 2002; Bennett et al. 2002; Bennett et al. 2002; Gabbay
et al. 2002; Wolter and Zakharyaschev 2000]. Their main disadvantage is that, their spatial
component, for instance, can represent only some specific spatial knowledge (e.g., topo-
logical knowledge). In our case, whenever a new RCC8-like spatial RA is found, it can be
used to generate a spatial concrete domain, and augment our family with a new theory for
spatial change. The new theory, in turn, can be implemented as an efficient and flexible
domain-specific, CLP-like language for tasks of the s-t domain. If an implementation of a
theory of the family already exists, then the implementation of the new theory only needs
to adapt the old implementation to the new concrete domain —which does not require
much work. Another disadvantage of multi-modal logics is that, even combining tractable
modal logics may lead to an undecidable multi-modal logic (see, for instance, [Bennett
et al. 2002; Bennett et al. 2002]).
1.5 Examples of potential applications
1.5.1 Geographical Information Systems (GIS). GIS is known to be one of the priv-
iledged application domains of constraint-based QSR (see, for instance, [Cohn 1997]).
Among QSR languages that have GIS as a direct application domain, the calculus of cardi-
nal directions in [Frank 1992] from the orientational side, and theRCC8 calculus [Randell
et al. 1992; Egenhofer 1991] from the topological side. Each of these two languages, as
already discussed, can generate one member of our family MT ALC(Dx) of qualitative
theories for spatial change, which can be used for geographic change.
1.5.2 High-level computer vision. By high-level computer vision (see, e.g., [Neumann
and Novak 1983]), we mean that it is not necessary to have knowledge on the precise
location of the different parts of, say, the moving spatial scene. Rather, we are interested in
describing, qualitatively, the relative position of the different parts. The language used for
the description is a qualitative language of spatial relations, in the style of the binary RAs
RCC8 [Randell et al. 1992; Egenhofer 1991] and CDA [Frank 1992], and the ternary RA
CYCt in [Isli and Cohn 1998; 2000]: qualitative knowledge on relative position of objects
of the spatial domain at hand is represented as constraints consisting of relations of the RA
on n-tuples of the objects, where n is the arity of the relations of the RA.
1.5.3 Qualitative path planning for robot navigation. There are constraint-based spa-
tial languages in the literature considered as well-suited for path planning for robot navi-
gation. These include Freksa’s ternary calculus [Freksa 1992b; Zimmermann and Freksa
1996] of relative orientation of 2-d points, as well as Isli and Cohn’s ternary RA CYCt of
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2-d orientations [Isli and Cohn 1998; 2000]. This is however misleading, for the languages
are spatial, and not spatio-temporal. The best they can offer is the representation of a snap-
shot of a spatial change, in particular the snapshot of a motion of, say, a spatial scene. The
reason to that is that the languages do not capture the flow of time at all. However, each
can be used to generate a spatial concrete domain for a member of our family of theories
of spatial change.
1.6 Background on binary relations
Given a set A, we denote by |A| the cardinality of A. A binary relation, R, on a set S is
any subset of the cross product S×S = {(x, y) : x, y ∈ S}. Such a relation is reflexive iff
R(x, x), for all x ∈ S; it is symmetric iff, for all x, y ∈ S, R(y, x), whenever R(x, y); it
is transitive iff, for all x, y, z ∈ S, R(x, z), whenever R(x, y) and R(y, z); it is irreflexive
iff, for all x ∈ S, ¬R(x, x); it is antisymmetric iff, for all x, y ∈ S, if R(x, y) and R(y, x)
then y = x; and it is serial iff, for all x ∈ S, there exists y ∈ S such that R(x, y). The
transitive (resp. reflexive-transitive) closure of R is the smallest relation R+ (resp. R∗),
which includes R and is transitive (resp. reflexive and transitive). Finally, R is functional
if, for all x ∈ S, |{y ∈ S : R(x, y)}| ≤ 1; it is nonfunctional otherwise.
1.7 Background on computational complexity
The computational complexity of a given problem is a measure of the cost of solving it, in
terms of the amount of time or space it needs, as a function of the problem’s size. A de-
terministic computation is characterised by the unicity, at any time, of the step to consider
next. A nondeterministic computation is one that needs to “guess”, among a finite number
of steps, which to consider next. There are five main complexity classes, P, PSPACE, EXP,
NP, and NEXP, which characterise, respectively, the problems that are solvable in deter-
ministic polynomial time, in deterministic polynomial space, in deterministic exponential
time, in nondeterministic polynomial time, and in nondeterministic exponential time. It is
known that P ⊆ NP ⊆ PSPACE ⊆ EXP ⊆ NEXP and P 6= EXP.
Intuitively, a problemA is hard w.r.t. a complexity class C ∈ {P,NP,PSPACE,EXP,NEXP},
or C-hard for short, if every problem B in C can be polynomially reduced to A, so that an
algorithm for B can be “easily” obtained from an algorithm for A. A problem is complete
w.r.t. a complexity class C, or C-complete for short, if it is in C and is C-hard. The reader
is referred to [Garey and Johnson 1979; Hopcroft and Ullman 1979] for details.
1.8 Assumptions on the structure of time
We make the following assumptions on the structure of time:
(1) time is discrete;
(2) it has an initial moment with no predecessors; and
(3) it is branching and infinite into the future, and all moments have the same number of
immediate-successor moments.
Temporal formulas will be interpreted over temporal structures consisting of infinite k-ary
Σ-trees, with k ≥ 1 and Σ = 2P , P being a countably infinite set of atomic propositions.
Such a structure is of the form t =< K∗, π, R∗ >:
(1) K = {d1, . . . , dk} is a set of k directions —K∗ is thus the set of finite words over K ,
representing the set of nodes of t;
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(2) π : Σ∗ → 2P is a truth assignment function, mapping each node x of t into the set of
atomic propositions true at x; and
(3) R is a serial, irreflexive and antisymmetric k-ary accessibility relation, mapping each
node to its k immediate successors —R∗ is thus the reflexive-transitive closure of R.
A simpler way of representing t is to remove the reflexive-transitive closure symbol, ∗,
from R∗; i.e., as t =< K∗, π, R >. But there is even simpler: as a mapping t : K∗ → 2P .
The structure of time so described should be augmented with functions (concrete fea-
tures), each of which is associated with an object of the spatial concrete domain of interest,
and records, at each node (time point) of the structure, the position of that associated object.
2. A QUICK OVERVIEW OF THE SPATIAL RELATIONS TO BE USED AS THE
PREDICATES OF THE CONCRETE DOMAIN
We provide a quick overview of the spatial relations to be used, in the familyMT ALC(Dx)
of qualitative theories for spatial change, as the predicates of the concrete domain. But we
first remind some general points we discussed in the previous sections:
(1) MT ALC(Dx) is a spatio-temporalisation of ALC(D) [Baader and Hanschke 1991]:
(a) the abstract objects of MT ALC(Dx) (tree-like) interpretations are time points;
(b) MT ALC(Dx) roles consist ofm+n immediate-successor accessibility relations,
which are antisymmetric and serial, and of which m are general, not necessarily
functional, the remaining n functional;
(c) the concrete domain Dx is generated by a spatial RA x chosen as a tool for rep-
resenting knowledge on n-tuples of objects of the spatial domain at hand, where
n is the arity of the x relations —stated otherwise, the x relations will be used as
the predicates of Dx.
(2) For clarity of presentation, we focus in this work on x being either of three RAs we
have already mentioned: either of the two binary RAs RCC8 [Randell et al. 1992;
Egenhofer 1991] and CDA [Frank 1992], or the ternary RA CYCt of 2-d orientations
in [Isli and Cohn 1998; 2000].
(3) The work generalises, in an obvious way, to all spatial RAs x for which the atoms are
Jointly Exhaustive and Pairwise Disjoint (henceforth JEPD), and such that the atomic
relations form a decidable subclass: these include the binary rectangle algebra in [Bal-
biani et al. 1998; Gu¨sgen 1989; Mukerjee and Joe 1990], whose atomic relations form
a tractable subset [Balbiani et al. 1998].
2.1 The RA RCC8
Topology is one of the most developed aspects within the QSR Community. This is illus-
trated by the well-known RCC theory [Randell et al. 1992], from which derives the already
mentioned RCC-8 calculus [Randell et al. 1992; Egenhofer 1991]. The RCC theory, on the
other hand, stems from Clarke’s “calculus of individuals” [Clarke 1981], based on a binary
“connected with” relation —sharing of a point of the arguments. Clarke’s work, in turn,
was developed from classical mereology [Leonard and Goodman 1940; Les´niewski 1928]
and Whitehead’s “extensionally connected with” relation [Whitehead 1929]. The RCC-8
calculus [Randell et al. 1992; Egenhofer 1991] consists of a set of eight JEPD atoms, DC
(DisConnected), EC (Externally Connected), TPP (Tangential Proper Part), PO (Partial
Overlap), EQ (EQual), NTPP (Non Tangential Proper Part), and the converses, TPPi and
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Fig. 2. Frank’s cone-shaped (a) and projection-based (b) models of cardinal directions.
NTPPi, of TPP and NTPP, respectively. The reader is referred to Figure 1 for an illustration
of the atoms.
2.2 The RA CDA
Frank’s models of cardinal directions in 2D [Frank 1992] are illustrated in Figure 2. They
use a partition of the plane into regions determined by lines passing through a reference
object, say S. Depending on the region a point P belongs to, we have No(P, S), NE(P, S),
Ea(P, S), SE(P, S), So(P, S), SW(P, S), We(P, S), NW(P, S), or Eq(P, S), correspond-
ing, respectively, to the position of P relative to S being north, north-east, east, south-east,
south, south-west, west, north-west, or equal. Each of the two models can thus be seen as
a binary RA, with nine atoms. Both use a global, west-east/south-north, reference frame.
We focus our attention on the projection-based model (part (b) in Figure 2), which has
been assessed as being cognitively more adequate [Frank 1992].
2.3 The RA CYCt
The set 2DO of 2-d orientations is defined in the usual way, and is isomorphic to the
set of directed lines incident with a fixed point, say O. Let h be the natural isomorphism,
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associating with each orientation x the directed line (incident with O) of orientation x. The
angle 〈x, y〉 between two orientations x and y is the anticlockwise angle 〈h(x), h(y)〉. Isli
and Cohn [Isli and Cohn 1998; 2000] have defined a binary RA of 2D orientations, CYCb,
that contains four atoms: e (equal), l (left), o (opposite) and r (right). For all x, y ∈ 2DO:
e(y, x) ⇔ 〈x, y〉 = 0
l(y, x) ⇔ 〈x, y〉 ∈ (0, π)
o(y, x) ⇔ 〈x, y〉 = π
r(y, x) ⇔ 〈x, y〉 ∈ (π, 2π)
Based on CYCb, Isli and Cohn [Isli and Cohn 1998; 2000] have built a ternary RA, CYCt,
for cyclic ordering of 2D orientations: CYCt has 24 atoms, thus 224 relations. The atoms
of CYCt are written as b1b2b3, where b1, b2, b3 are atoms of CYCb, and such an atom is
interpreted as follows: (∀x, y, z ∈ 2DO)(b1b2b3(x, y, z)⇔ b1(y, x)∧b2(z, y)∧b3(z, x)).
The reader is referred to [Isli and Cohn 1998; 2000] for more details.
3. THEMT ALC(DX) DESCRIPTION LOGICS, WITH X ∈ {RCC8, CDA, CYCT }
Description Logics (DLs) constitute a knowledge representation family with a well-defined
semantics, contrary to their ancestors, such as semantic networks [Quillian 1968] or frame
systems [Minsky 1975]. Their main advantage is that they are highly expressive while still
remaining decidable, or offering interesting decidable restrictions. One of the most impor-
tant DLs in the literature is Schmidt-Schauss and Smolka’s ALC [Schmidt-Schauss and
Smolka 1991]. ALC includes concepts and roles, which are, respectively, unary relations
and binary relations on a set of (abstract) objects. One drawback ofALC is that it does not
offer a way of referring to objects of a specific domain of interest, such as a spatial domain,
where the objects could be regions of a topological space, orientations of the 2-dimensional
space, or points. To get rid of this insufficiency,ALC has been extended to what is known
asALC(D), which augmentsALC which a concrete domainD, consisting of a universe of
objects, and of predicates for representing knowledge on these objects [Baader and Han-
schke 1991]. The roles in ALC are binary relations in the general meaning of the term,
in the sense that they are not necessarily functional; in ALC(D), however, they split into
general, not necessarily functional roles (referred to simply as roles), and functional roles
(also referred to as abstract features).
Temporalisations of DLs are known in the literature (see, e.g., [Artale and Franconi
2000; Bettini 1997]); as well as spatialisations of DLs (see, e.g., [Haarslev et al. 1999]).
The present work considers a spatio-temporalisation of the well-known family ALC(D)
of DLs with a concrete domain [Baader and Hanschke 1991]. Specifically, we consider
a temporalisation of the roles of the family, together with a spatialisation of its concrete
domain.
3.1 Concrete domain
The role of a concrete domain in so-called DLs with a concrete domain [Baader and Han-
schke 1991], is to give the user of the DL the opportunity to “touch” at, and directly refer
to, the application domain at hand. Specifically, the opportunity to represent, thanks to
predicates, knowledge on objects of the application domain, as constraints on tuples of
these objects. The set of objects of the application domain on which a concrete domain D
represents knowledge, is referred to as ∆D; and the set of predicates used by the concrete
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domain as a tool for representing knowledge on tuples of objects from ∆D , constitutes the
set ΦD of predicates of D. As such, a concrete domain can be seen as opening a DL a
window to the application domain. The difference between a DL without, and a DL with, a
concrete domain, is similar to the difference between pure LP, on the one hand, and, on the
other hand, CLP [Benhamou and Colmerauer 1993; Colmerauer 1990; Jaffar and Lassez
1987; Jaffar and Maher 1994; van Hentenryck 1989] with a specific domain such as the
rationals or the integers. CLP, as already discussed, additionally incorporates the idea of
specifying a domain for a variable, or for a pair of variables —i.e., restricting a variable’s
range to the elements of a unary relation, or a pair of variables’ range to the elements of a
binary relation. Formally, a concrete domain is defined as follows:
Definition 3.1 concrete domain [Baader and Hanschke 1991]. A concrete domainD con-
sists of a pair (∆D,ΦD), where ∆D is a set of (concrete) objects, and ΦD is a set of predi-
cates over the objects in ∆D . Each predicate P ∈ ΦD is associated with an arity n and we
have P ⊆ (∆D)n.
Definition 3.2 admissibility [Baader and Hanschke 1991]. A concrete domainD is ad-
missible if:
(1) the set of its predicates is closed under negation and contains a predicate for ∆D; and
(2) the satisfiability problem for finite conjunctions of predicates is decidable.
3.2 The concrete domains Dx, with x ∈ {RCC8, CDA, CYCt}
The set x-at of x atoms is the x universal relation, which we also refer to as theMT ALC(Dx)
top predicate ⊤x: ⊤x = x-at. The set NxP of MT ALC(Dx) predicate names, which
constitutes the set of MT ALC(Dx) atomic predicates, is the set of x atomic relations:
NxP = {{r} : r ∈ x-at}. (Possibly complex) MT ALC(Dx) predicates are obtained by
considering the closure of NxP under the set-theoretic operations of complement with re-
spect to⊤x, union and intersection. Formally, if the complement⊤x \P of P with respect
to ⊤x is represented as P , then we have the following:
Definition 3.3 MT ALC(Dx) predicates. The set of MT ALC(Dx) predicates is the
smallest set such that:
(1) every predicate name P ∈ NxP is an MT ALC(Dx) predicate; and,
(2) if P1 and P2 are MT ALC(Dx) predicates, then so are: P1, P1 ∩ P2, and P1 ∪ P2.
Because the x atoms are JEPD, the set ofMT ALC(Dx) predicates reduces to the set 2x-at
of all x relations: eachMT ALC(Dx) predicate can be written as {P1, . . . , Pn}, where the
Pi’s are x atoms. The empty relation, ∅, represents the bottom predicate, which we also
refer to as ⊥x.
Remark 3.4. We could use only the x atoms asMT ALC(Dx) predicates, since a con-
straint of the form {P1, . . . , Pn}(x1, · · · , xm), where m is the arity of the x relations, can
be equivalently written as the disjunction P1(x1, · · · , xm) ∨ . . . ∨ Pn(x1, · · · , xm); i.e., as
a disjunction of constraints involving only the predicate names. However, the first form is
preferred to the second, for at least two reasons:
(1) flexibility: in the constraint community, and in particular in the constraint-based spa-
tial reasoning community, the first form is preferred to the second -a CSP is nothing
else than a conjunction of such constraints.
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(2) efficiency of a priori pruning with a constraint engine embedded in the tableaux
search space: the spatial-CSP part of the label of a node of the search space, as
already discussed, is nothing else than a conjunction of constraints expressed in the
RA x which has given birth to the MT ALC(Dx) concrete domain —in other words,
a CSP expressed in x. If we use the second form, the constraints are instantiated, in a
passive generate-and-test manner, with one of the disjuncts before they are submitted
to the a priori pruning with the constraint engine -they are submitted as they are, if
we use the first form, which gives the pruning process more potential in preventing
failures.
Let x ∈ {RCC8, CDA, CYCt}. Thanks to the above discussion, the concrete domain
generated by x, Dx, can be written as Dx = (∆Dx ,ΦDx), with:
DRCC8 = (RT S, 2
RCC8-at)
DCDA = (2DP , 2CDA-at)
DCYCt = (2DO, 2CYCt-at)
where:
(1) RT S is the set of regions of a topological space T S; 2DP is the set of 2D points;
2DO is the set of 2D orientations; and
(2) x-at, as we have seen, is the set of x atoms —2x-at is thus the set of all x relations.
3.3 Admissibility of the concrete domains Dx, with x ∈ {RCC8, CDA, CYCt}
Let x be an RA from the set {RCC8, CDA, CYCt}.
Closure of the set of predicates, ΦDx = 2x-at, of the concrete domain Dx is already
implicit in what has been said so far. Given a predicate P of Dx, corresponding to the x
relation {r1, . . . , rn}, its negation, P , is the complement of {r1, . . . , rn} w.r.t. the set x-at,
which represents the x universal relation:
P = x-at \ {r1, . . . , rn} (1)
The reader should have no difficulty to see that P is an element of ΦDx .
A unary relation R can always be written as a particular n-ary relation, with n ≥ 2. For
instance, as the relation {(x, . . . , x) ∈ {x}n|x ∈ R}. The domain ∆Dx , which is a unary
relation, can be written as a particular predicate of ΦDx , as follows:
(1) as the predicate EQ if x = RCC8;
(2) as the predicate Eq if x = CDA; and
(3) as the predicate eee if x = CYCt.
In order to establish admissibility of the concrete domains Dx, it remains to convince the
reader of the decidability of the satisfiability problem for finite conjunctions of predicates
of ΦDx . This derives from (decidability and) tractability of the subset {{r}|r ∈ x-at} of x
atomic relations, for each x ∈ {RCC8, CDA, CYCt}:
(1) The RCC8 atomic relations have been shown to form a tractable subset of RCC8 by
Renz and Nebel [Renz and Nebel 1999]. A problem expressed in the subset can be
checked for consistency using Allen’s constraint propagation algorithm [Allen 1983].
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(2) The CDA atomic relations have been shown to form a tractable subset of CDA by
Ligozat [Ligozat 1998]. A problem expressed in the subset can be checked for consis-
tency by applying Allen’s constraint propagation algorithm [Allen 1983] to each of the
projections on the axes of an orthogonal system of coordinates, chosen in such a way
that the x- and y-axes are, respectively, a west-east horizontal directed line (d-line) and
a south-north vertical d-line —each of the projections is a problem expressed in Vilain
and Kautz’s temporal point algebra [Vilain and Kautz 1986].
(3) Isli and Cohn [Isli and Cohn 1998; 2000] have provided a propagation algorithm
achieving 4-consistency for CSPs expressed in their RA CYCt, and shown that the
propagation is complete for the subset of atomic relations. Indeed, the propagation
does even better than just being complete: given a CSP of CYCt atomic relations,
the algorithm either detects its inconsistency, if it is inconsistent, or transforms it into
a CSP which is globally consistent —the property of global consistency, also called
strong n-consistency in [Freuder 1982], where n is the size of the input CSP, is com-
putationally important, for it implies that a solution can searched for in a backtack-free
manner [Freuder 1982].
The situation is summarised by the following theorem:
THEOREM 3.5. Let x ∈ {RCC8, CDA, CYCt}. The concrete domain Dx is admissi-
ble.
Remark 3.6. The concrete domains Dx, x ∈ {RCC8, CDA, CYCt}, we consider in
this work behave better than just being admissible. Solving the consistency problem of a
conjunction of constraints expressed in the set of x atomic relations is not only decidable
but tractable as well. Specifically, as already explained, such a conjunction can be solved
with a path consistency algorithm such as Allen’s [Allen 1983], in case x is binary, and
with a 4-consistency algorithm such as Isli and Cohn’s [Isli and Cohn 1998; 2000], in
case x is ternary. Freksa’s point-based calculus of relative orientation [Freksa 1992b; Zim-
mermann and Freksa 1996], for instance, can generate an admissible concrete domain, for
consistency of a conjunction of constraints expressed in the calculus is decidable [Scivos
and Nebel 2001]; however, the calculus does not verify the tractability property above
(again, the reader is referred to [Scivos and Nebel 2001]). The reason for considering only
“nicely” admissible concrete domains is that we want to use CSP techniques for the solving
of a conjunction of x constraints; namely:
(1) a solution search algorithm such as Ladkin and Reinefeld’s [Ladkin and Reinefeld
1992], which uses Allen’s path-consistency algorithm [Allen 1983] as the filtering
procedure during the search; and
(2) a solution search algorithm such as Isli and Cohn’s [Isli and Cohn 1998; 2000], which
uses the 4-consistency algorithm in [Isli and Cohn 1998; 2000] as the filtering proce-
dure during the search.
3.4 Syntax of MT ALC(Dx) concepts, with x ∈ {RCC8, CDA, CYCt}
Let x be an RA from the set {RCC8, CDA, CYCt}. MT ALC(Dx), as already explained,
is obtained fromALC(D) by temporalisng the roles, and spatialising the concrete domain.
The roles in ALC, as well as the roles other than the abstract features in ALC(D), are
interpreted in a similar way as the modal operators of the multi-modal logicK(m) [Halpern
and Moses 1985] (K(m) is a multi-modal version of the minimal normal modal system K),
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which explains Schild’s [Schild 1991] correspondence between ALC and K(m). As in
ALC(D), we will suppose a countably infinite set NR of role names (or just roles), and
a countably infinite subset NaF of NR whose elements consist of abstract feature names
(or just abstract features). Additionally, however, we suppose that the roles (including the
abstract features) are antisymmetric and serial —the abstract features are also linear.
Definition 3.7 MT ALC(Dx) concepts. Let x be an RA from the set {RCC8, CDA, CYCt}.
Let NC , NR and NcF be mutually disjoint and countably infinite sets of concept names,
role names, and concrete features, respectively; and NaF a countably infinite subset of NR
whose elements are abstract features. A (concrete) feature chain is any finite composition
f1 . . . fng of n ≥ 0 abstract features f1, . . . , fn and one concrete feature g. The set of
MT ALC(Dx) concepts is the smallest set such that:
(1) ⊤ and ⊥ are MT ALC(Dx) concepts
(2) an MT ALC(Dx) concept name is an MT ALC(Dx) (atomic) concept
(3) ifC andD areMT ALC(Dx) concepts; R is a role (in general, and an abstract feature
in particular); g is a concrete feature; u1, u2 and u3 are feature chains; and P is
an MT ALC(Dx) predicate, then the following expressions are also MT ALC(Dx)
concepts:
(a) ¬C, C ⊓D, C ⊔D, ∃R.C, ∀R.C; and
(b) ∃(u1)(u2).P if x binary, ∃(u1)(u2)(u3).P if x ternary.
We denote by MT ALC the sublanguage of MT ALC(Dx) given by rules 1, 2 and 3a
in Definition 3.7, which is the temporal component of MT ALC(Dx). It is worth not-
ing that MT ALC does not consist of a mere temporalisation of ALC [Schmidt-Schauss
and Smolka 1991]. Indeed, ALC contains only general, not necessarily functional roles,
whereas MT ALC contains abstract features as well. As it will become clear shortly, a
mere temporalisation ofALC (i.e.,MT ALC without abstract features) cannot capture the
expressiveness of two well-known modal temporal logics: Propositional Linear Temporal
Logic PLT L, and the CT L version of the full branching modal temporal logic CT L∗
[Emerson 1990]. Given two integers p ≥ 0 and q ≥ 0, the sublanguage of MT ALC(Dx)
(resp. MT ALC) whose concepts involve at most p general, not necessarily functional
roles, and q abstract features will be referred to as MT ALCp,q(Dx) (resp. MT ALCp,q).
We discuss shortly the cases (p, q) = (0, 0), (p, q) = (0, 1), and (0, q) with q ≥ 0. We first
define weakly cyclic TBoxes.
3.5 Weakly cyclic TBoxes
An (MTALC(Dx) terminological) axiom is an expression of the form A .= C, A being
a (defined) concept name and C a concept. A TBox is a finite set of axioms, with the
condition that no concept name appears more than once as the left hand side of an axiom.
Let T be a TBox. T contains two kinds of concept names: concept names appearing as
the left hand side of an axiom of T are defined concepts; the others are primitive concepts.
A defined concept A “directly uses” a defined concept B iff B appears in the right hand
side of the axiom defining A. If “uses” is the transitive closure of “directly uses” then T
contains a cycle iff there is a defined conceptA that “uses” itself. T is cyclic if it contains a
cycle; it is acyclic otherwise. T is weakly cyclic if it satisfies the following two conditions:
(1) Whenever A uses B and B uses A, we have B = A —the only possibility for a
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defined concept to get involved in a cycle is to appear in the right hand side of the
axiom defining it.
(2) All possible occurrences of a defined concept B in the right hand side of the axiom
defining B itself, are within the scope of an existential or a universal quantifier; i.e.,
in subconcepts of C of the form ∃R.D or ∀R.D, C being the right hand side of the
axiom, B .= C, defining B.
We suppose that the defined concepts of a TBox split into eventuality defined concepts and
noneventuality defined concepts.
In the rest of the paper, unless explicitly stated otherwise, we denote concepts reducing
to concept names by the lettersA andB, possibly complex concepts by the lettersC,D, E,
general (possibly functional) roles by the letter R, abstract features by the letter f , concrete
features by the letters g and h, feature chains by the letter u, (possibly complex) predicates
by the letter P .
3.6 MT ALC0,0(Dx): domain-specific Qualitative Spatial CLP
MT ALC0,0(Dx) involves no roles and no abstract features. What differentiates it from the
propositional calculus, is the possibility to refer to spatial variables, thanks to the concrete
features, and to “qualitatively” restrict, in the case x binary, for instance, the domains of
pairs of such variables, thanks to the predicates of the concrete domain. In other words,
MT ALC0,0(Dx) can also express constraints of the form ∃(g1)(g2).P , where g1 and g2
are concrete features and P is a predicate of the concrete domain (a qualitative spatial
relation of the RA x). MT ALC0,0(Dx) can thus bee seen as domain-specific Qualitative
Spatial CLP (the case x = RCC8, for instance, corresponds to the specific domain with the
set of regions of a topological space, as the variables’ domain, and with RCC8 relations as
constraints for restricting the variation of pairs of these variables). Item 3 in Definition 3.7
becomes as follows:
(3) if C and D are concepts; g1, g2 and g3 are concrete features; and P is a predicate, then
the following expressions are also concepts:
(a) ¬C, C ⊓D, C ⊔D; and
(b) ∃(g1)(g2).P if x binary, ∃(g1)(g2)(g3).P if x ternary.
3.7 MT ALC0,1(Dx)
MT ALC0,1(Dx) is the sublanguage of MT ALC(Dx), with no nonfunctional roles, and
one abstract feature which we refer to as f . MT ALC0,1(Dx) with weakly cyclic TBoxes
subsumes the Propositional Linear Temporal Logic, PLT L (see, for instance, [Emerson
1990]). The feature chains of MT ALC0,1(Dx) are of the form f . . . fg (a finite chain of
the f symbol, followed by a concrete feature). Item 3 in Definition 3.7 becomes as follows:
(3) if C and D are concepts; u1, u2 and u3 are feature chains; and P is a predicate, then
the following expressions are also concepts:
(a) ¬C, C ⊓D, C ⊔D, ∃f.C, ∀f.C; and
(b) ∃(u1)(u2).P if x binary, ∃(u1)(u2)(u3).P if x ternary.
Well-formed formulas (WFFs) of PLT L, over an alphabet P of atomic propositions, are
defined as follows, where ©, ⊓⊔, ♦ and U are the standard temporal operators next, neces-
sarily, eventually and Until:
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(1) true and false are WFFs
(2) an atomic proposition is a WFF
(3) if φ and ψ are WFFs then so are ¬φ, φ ∧ ψ, φ ∨ ψ, ©φ, ⊓⊔φ, ♦φ and φUψ
A state s of a linear temporal structure t =< S, π,R∗ > satisfies a PLT L formula φ,
denoted by t, s |= φ, is defined inductively as follows:
(1) t, s |= p iff p ∈ π(s), for all atomic propositions p ∈ P
(2) t, s |= ¬φ iff it is not the case that t, s |= φ
(3) t, s |= φ ∧ ψ iff t, s |= φ and t, s |= ψ
(4) t, s |= φ ∨ ψ iff t, s |= φ or t, s |= ψ
(5) t, s |=©φ iff t, s′ |= φ, where s′ is the immediate successor of s in t —i.e., s′ is such
that f(s, s′)
(6) t, s |= ⊓⊔φ iff t, s′ |= φ, for all s′ such that f∗(s, s′)
(7) t, s |= ♦φ iff t, s′ |= φ, for some s′ such that f∗(s, s′)
(8) t, s |= φUψ iff for some s′ such that f∗(s, s′):
(a) t, s′ |= ψ; and
(b) t, s′′ |= φ, for all s′′ such that f∗(s, s′′) and f+(s′′, s′)
Formulas of the form♦φ or φUψ are eventuality formulas. A state s of a structure satisfies
♦φ (resp. φUψ) iff, there exists a successor state s′ of s such that s′ satisfies φ (resp. s′
satisfies ψ and all states between s and s′, not necessarily including s′, satisfy φ). The
Boolean operators ∧ and ∨ are associated with the operators ⊓ and ⊔, respectively. Each
atomic proposition p from P is associated with a primitive concept Ap. With each PLT L
WFF, φ, we associate the MT ALC0,1(Dx) defined concept Bφ, defined inductively as
follows:
(1) Bp .= Ap, for all formulas reducing to an atomic proposition p
(2) Btrue .= ⊤
(3) Bfalse .= ⊥
(4) B¬φ .= ¬Bφ
(5) Bφ∧ψ .= Bφ ⊓Bψ
(6) Bφ∨ψ .= Bφ ⊔Bψ
(7) B©φ .= ∃f.Bφ
(8) B⊓⊔φ .= Bφ ⊓ ∃f.B⊓⊔φ
(9) B♦φ .= Bφ ⊔ ∃f.B♦φ
(10) BφUψ .= Bψ ⊔ (Bφ ⊓ ∃f.BφUψ)
Each of the defined concepts B⊓⊔φ, B♦φ and BφUψ “directly uses” itself. More generally,
the procedure is such that, whenever a defined conceptBφ ”directly uses” a defined concept
Bψ, ψ is either φ (Bψ is then enclosed within the scope of an existential or universal
quantifier), or a strict subformula of φ. This ensures that the TBox is weakly cyclic.
The axioms defining B♦φ and BφUψ do not correspond to equivalences. The intuitive
reason behind it is that, they may raise the illusion that, for instance, a temporal structure
satisfies a concept of the form B♦φ, even if we report indefinitely its satisfiability from
the current state of the structure to the next, without satisfying φ. Such defined concepts
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will be referred to as eventuality concepts; these will be used in the determination of the
accepting states of the weak alternating automaton to be associated with the satisfiability
of a concept w.r.t. a weakly cyclic TBox.
3.8 MT ALC0,q(Dx), with q ≥ 0
MT ALC0,q(Dx), with q ≥ 0, has no nonfunctional role and q abstract features. Item 3 in
Definition 3.7 becomes as follows:
(3) if C and D are concepts; f is an abstract feature; u1, u2 and u3 are feature chains; and
P is a predicate, then the following expressions are also concepts:
(a) ¬C, C ⊓D, C ⊔D, ∃f.C, ∀f.C; and
(b) ∃(u1)(u2).P if x binary, ∃(u1)(u2)(u3).P if x ternary.
We now consider the restricted version, CT L, of the full branching modal temporal logic,
CT L∗ [Emerson 1990]. State formulas (true or false of states) and path formulas (true or
false of paths) of CT L, over an alphabetP of atomic propositions, are defined by rules S1-
S2-S3-S4-P0 below, where the symbols A and E denote, respectively, the path quantifiers
“for all futures” (along all paths) and “for some future” (along some path):
S1 true and false are state formulas
S2 an atomic proposition is a state formula
S3 if φ and ψ are state formulas then so are ¬φ, φ ∧ ψ and φ ∨ ψ
S4 if φ is a path formula then Aφ and Eφ are state formulas
P0 if φ and ψ are state formulas then ©φ, ⊓⊔φ, ♦φ and φUψ are path formulas
The language of CT L, i.e., the set of well-formed formulas (WFFs) of CT L, is the set of
all CT L state formulas. Given a branching temporal structure t =< S, π,R∗ >, a full
path of t is an infinite sequence s0, s1, s2, . . . such that, for all i ≥ 0, R(si, si+1). As in
[Emerson 1990], we use the convention that x = (s0, s1, s2, . . .) denotes a full path, and
that xi denotes the suffix path (si, si+1, . . .). We denote by t, s |= φ (resp. t, x |= φ) the
fact that state formula (resp. path formula) φ is true in structure t at state s0 (resp. of path
x). t, s |= φ and t, x |= φ are defined inductively as follows:
S1a t, s |= true
S1b t, s 6|= false
S2a t, s |= p iff p ∈ π(s), for all atomic propositions p ∈ P
S3a t, s |= ¬φ iff t, s 6|= φ
S3b t, s |= φ ∧ ψ iff t, s |= φ and t, s |= ψ
S3c t, s |= φ ∨ ψ iff t, s |= φ or t, s |= ψ
S4a1 t, s |= A© φ iff for all s′ such that R(s, s′), t, s′ |= φ
S4a2 t, s |= A⊓⊔φ iff t, s |= φ and, for all s′ such that R(s, s′), t, s′ |= A⊓⊔φ
S4a3 t, s |= A♦φ iff t, s |= φ or, for all s′ such that R(s, s′), t, s′ |= A♦φ
S4a4 t, s |= A(φUψ) iff t, s |= ψ; or t, s |= φ and, for all s′ such that R(s, s′), t, s |=
A(φUψ)
S4b1 t, s |= E © φ iff for some s′ such that R(s, s′), t, s′ |= φ
S4b2 t, s |= E⊓⊔φ iff t, s |= φ and, for some s′ such that R(s, s′), t, s′ |= E⊓⊔φ
S4b3 t, s |= E♦φ iff t, s |= φ or, for some s′ such that R(s, s′), t, s′ |= E♦φ
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S4b4 t, s |= E(φUψ) iff t, s |= ψ; or t, s |= φ and, for some s′ such that R(s, s′),
t, s′ |= E(φUψ)
It is worth noting that CT LWFFs prefixed by a quantifier are of the formAχ or Eχ, where
χ is a path formula of the form©φ, ⊓⊔φ, ♦φ or φUψ, φ and ψ being state formulas.
Similarly to the case of PLT L, this leads us to the following. The Boolean operators ∧
and ∨ are associated with the operators ⊓ and ⊔, respectively. Each atomic proposition p
from P is associated with a primitive concept Ap. With each CT L WFF, φ, we associate
the MT ALC0,q defined concept Bφ, defined recursively by the steps below. Initially,
there is no abstract feature, and no general role. The abstract features are created by the
procedure as needed. We make use of a general role R which we initialise to the empty
role. Whenever a fresh abstract feature, say f , is created, it is added to R. So doing, the
general role R, by the time the procedure will have completed, will be the union of all the
abstract features in the TBox created for the input formula. If the created abstract features
are f1, . . . , fn, then R = f1 ∪ . . . ∪ fn. If C is a concept, then ∃R.C is synonymous with
∃f1.C ⊔ . . . ⊔ ∃fn.C, and ∀R.C with ∀f1.C ⊓ . . . ⊓ ∀fn.C:
(1) Bp .= Ap, for all formulas consisting of an atomic proposition p
(2) Btrue .= ⊤
(3) Bfalse .= ⊥
(4) B¬φ .= ¬Bφ
(5) Bφ∧ψ .= Bφ ⊓Bψ
(6) Bφ∨ψ .= Bφ ⊔Bψ
(7) BA©φ .= ∀R.Bφ
(8) BA⊓⊔φ .= Bφ ⊓ ∀R.BA⊓⊔φ
(9) BA♦φ .= Bφ ⊔ ∀R.BA♦φ
(10) BA(φUψ) .= Bψ ⊔ (Bφ ⊓ ∀R.BA(φUψ))
(11) BE©φ .= ∃f.Bφ, where f is a fresh abstract feature which we add to R (R← R∪ f )
(12) BE⊓⊔φ .= Bφ ⊓ ∃f.BE⊓⊔φ, where f is a fresh abstract feature (R← R ∪ f )
(13) BE♦φ .= Bφ ⊔ ∃f.BE♦φ, where f is a fresh abstract feature (R← R ∪ f )
(14) BE(φUψ) .= Bψ⊔(Bφ⊓∃f.BE(φUψ)), where f is a fresh abstract feature (R← R∪f )
The decreasing property explained for the case MT ALC0,1(Dx) ensures that, given an
input formula, the procedure outputs a TBox which is weakly cyclic.
We define the set of subformulas of a formula φ, Subf(φ), inductively in the following
obvious way:
(1) Subf(p) = {p}, for all formulas consisting of an atomic proposition p
(2) Subf(true) = {true}
(3) Subf(false) = {false}
(4) Subf(¬φ) = {¬φ} ∪ Subf(φ)
(5) Subf(φ ∧ ψ) = {φ ∧ ψ} ∪ Subf(φ) ∪ Subf(ψ)
(6) Subf(φ ∨ ψ) = {φ ∨ ψ} ∪ Subf(φ) ∪ Subf(ψ)
(7) Subf(A© φ) = {A© φ} ∪ Subf(φ)
(8) Subf(A⊓⊔φ) = {A⊓⊔φ} ∪ Subf(φ)
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Fig. 3. Illustration of MT ALC0,1(DCDA): the upward arrow pointing at N indicates
North.
(9) Subf(A♦φ) = {A♦φ} ∪ Subf(φ)
(10) Subf(A(φUψ)) = {A(φUψ} ∪ Subf(ψ) ∪ Subf(φ)
(11) Subf(E © φ) = {E © φ} ∪ Subf(φ)
(12) Subf(E⊓⊔φ) = {E⊓⊔φ} ∪ Subf(φ)
(13) Subf(E♦φ) = {E♦φ} ∪ Subf(φ)
Given a formula φ, the defined concept Bφ associated with φ by the procedure described
above, is so that all defined conceptsBφ1 , . . . , Bφn whichBφ “directly uses”, and different
from Bφ itself, verify the decreasing property size(φ1) + . . .+ size(φn) < size(φ), where
size(ψ), for a formula ψ, is the size of ψ in terms of number of symbols. This ensures
that the number of defined concepts in the TBox associated with a formula φ is linear, and
bounded by size(φ).
It is important to note that, given the fact that formulas of the formA♦φ,A(φUψ), E♦φ
or E(φUψ) are eventualities, the defined concepts of the form BA♦φ, BA(φUψ), BE♦φ
or BE(φUψ), created by the procedure above, should be marked as eventuality defined
concepts.
Before giving the formal semantics of MT ALC(Dx), we provide some examples.
4. EXAMPLES
We now provide illustrating examples. Each of Examples 4.1 and 4.4 uses an acyclic TBox,
which includes feature chains other than concrete features; whereas each of Examples 4.2
and 4.3 represents a non-terminating physical system, and uses a weakly cyclic TBox. The
TBox of Example 4.3 uses an eventuality concept.
Example 4.1 illustration of MT ALC0,1(DCDA). Consider a satellite-like high-level surveil-
lance system, aimed at the surveillance of flying aeroplanes within a three-landmark envi-
ronment. The basic task of the system is to situate qualitatively an aeroplane relative to the
different landmarks, as well as to relate qualitatively the different positions of an aeroplane
while in flight. If the system is used for the surveillance of the European sky, the landmarks
could be capitals of European countries, such as Berlin, London and Paris. For the purpose,
the system uses a high-level spatial description language, such as a QSR language, which
we suppose in this example to be the Cardinal Directions Algebra CDA [Frank 1992].
The example is illustrated in Figure 3. The horizontal and vertical lines through the three
landmarks partition the plane into 0-, 1- and 2-dimensional regions, as shown in Figure 3.
The flight of an aeroplane within the environment, as tracked by the surveillance system,
starts from some point Pi in Region A (initial region), and ends at some point Pf in Re-
gion G (final, or goal region). Immediately after the initial region, the flight “moves” to
Region B, then to Region C, . . ., then to Region F , and finally to the goal region G. The
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tracking of the system consists of qualitative knowledge on how it “sees” the aeroplane
at each moment of the flight being tracked —within the same region, the knowledge is
constant. The tracking consists thus of recording successive snapshots of the flight, one
per region. A snapshot is a conjunction of constraints giving the CDA relation relating the
aeroplane to each of the three landmarks, situating thus the aeroplane at the corresponding
moment. The entire flight consists of a succession of subflights, fA, fB, . . . , fG, such that
fB immediately follows fA, fC immediately follows fB , . . ., and fG immediately follows
fF . Subflight fX , X ∈ {A, . . . , G}, takes place in Region X , and gives rise to a defined
concept BX describing the panorama of the aeroplane O while in Region X , and saying
which subflight takes place next, i.e., which Region is flied over next. We make use of the
concrete features gl1, gl2, gl3 and go, which have the task of “referring”, respectively, to the
actual positions of landmarks l1, l2, l3, and of the aeroplane O. As roles, only one abstract
feature is needed, which we refer to as f , which is the linear-time immediate successor
function. The acyclic TBox composed of the following axioms describes the flight:
BA
.
= ∃(go)(gl1).NE ⊓ ∃(go)(gl2).SE ⊓ ∃(go)(gl3).SE ⊓ ∃f.BB
BB
.
= ∃(go)(gl1).No ⊓ ∃(go)(gl2).So ⊓ ∃(go)(gl3).SE ⊓ ∃f.BC
BC
.
= ∃(go)(gl1).NW ⊓ ∃(go)(gl2).SW ⊓ ∃(go)(gl3).SE ⊓ ∃f.BD
BD
.
= ∃(go)(gl1).NW ⊓ ∃(go)(gl2).SW ⊓ ∃(go)(gl3).Eq ⊓ ∃f.BE
BE
.
= ∃(go)(gl1).NW ⊓ ∃(go)(gl2).SW ⊓ ∃(go)(gl3).NW ⊓ ∃f.BF
BF
.
= ∃(go)(gl1).NW ⊓ ∃(go)(gl2).We ⊓ ∃(go)(gl3).NW ⊓ ∃f.BG
BG
.
= ∃(go)(gl1).NW ⊓ ∃(go)(gl2).NW ⊓ ∃(go)(gl3).NW
The concept BA, for instance, describes the snapshot of the plane while in Region A. It
says that the aeroplane is northeast landmark L1 (∃(go)(gl1).NE); southeast landmark L2
(∃(go)(gl2).SE); and southeast landmark L3 (∃(go)(gl3).SE). The concept also says that
the subflight to take place next is fB (∃f.BB).
One might want as well the system to track how the aeroplane’s different positions dur-
ing the flight relate to each other. For example, that the aeroplane, while in region C,
remains northwest of its position while in region B; or, that the position, while in the goal
region G, remains northwest of the position while in region E. These two constraints can
be injected into the TBox by modifying the axioms BB and BE as follows:
BB
.
= ∃(go)(gl1).No ⊓ ∃(go)(gl2).So ⊓ ∃(go)(gl3).SE ⊓ ∃(go)(fgo).SE ⊓ ∃f.BC
BE
.
= ∃(go)(gl1).NW ⊓ ∃(go)(gl2).SW ⊓ ∃(go)(gl3).NW ⊓ ∃(go)(ffgo).SE ⊓ ∃f.BF
Example 4.2 illustration of MT ALC0,2(DRCC8). Consider the moving spatial scene
depicted in Figure 4, consisting of two subscenes: a subscene 1, composed of three objects
o1, o2 and o3; and a subscene 2, also composed of three objects, q1, q2 and q3:
(1) For subscene 1, three snapshots of three submotions are presented, and labelled A, B
and C; the arrows show the transitions from the current submotion to the next. The
motion is cyclic. It starts with the configurtion A, with o1 touching o2 and tangential
proper part of o3, and o2 tangential proper part of o3. The scene’s configuration then
“moves” to configuration B, involving the change of the RCC8 relation on the pair
(o2,03) from TPP to its conceptual neighbour NTPP. The next submotion is given by
configuration C, involving the object o1 to move completely inside o3, becoming thus
NTPP to it. From C, the motion “moves” back to the submotion B, and repeats the
submotions B and C in a non-terminating loop.
(2) For subscene 2, two snapshots of two submotions are presented and labelled D and E;
the arrows show the transitions from the current submotion to the next. The motion is
cyclic. It starts with the configurtion D, with q1 partially overlapping q2 and tangential
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Fig. 4. Illustration of MT ALC0,2(DRCC8).
proper part of q3, and q2 tangential proper part of q3. The scene’s configuration then
“moves” to configuration E, involving the change of the RCC8 relation on the pair
(q1,q2) from PO to its conceptual neighbour EC, as well as the change of the RCC8
relation on the pair (q1,q3) from TPP to its conceptual neighbour NTPP. From E, the
motion “moves” back to D, and repeats the steps in a non-terminating loop.
(3) The scene’s motion starts with submotion A. The immediate successors of submotion
A are submotions B and D, in an incomparable order (the branching from A to B and
D is thus an and-branching, and not an or-branching). We make use of the concrete
features g1, g2 and g3 to refer to the actual regions corresponding to objects o1, o2
and o3 in Subscene 1, and of the concrete features h1, h2 and h3 to refer to the actual
regions corresponding to objects q1, q2 and q3 in Subscene 2.
We make use of two abstract features, f1 for the infinite path recording Subscene 1 and
starting at A, and f2 for the infinite path recording Subscene 2 and also starting at A. The
weakly cyclic TBox composed of the following axioms represents the described moving
spatial scene:
Bi
.
= BA ⊓ ∃f1.BBC ⊓ ∃f2.BDE
BBC
.
= BB ⊓ ∃f1.(BC ⊓ ∃f1.BBC)
BDE
.
= BD ⊓ ∃f2.(BE ⊓ ∃f2.BDE)
BA
.
= ∃(g1)(g2).EC ⊓ ∃(g1)(g3).TPP ⊓ ∃(g2)(g3).TPP
BB
.
= ∃(g1)(g2).EC ⊓ ∃(g1)(g3).TPP ⊓ ∃(g2)(g3).NTPP
BC
.
= ∃(g1)(g2).EC ⊓ ∃(g1)(g3).NTPP ⊓ ∃(g2)(g3).NTPP
BD
.
= ∃(h1)(h2).PO ⊓ ∃(h1)(h3).TPP ⊓ ∃(h2)(h3).TPP
BE
.
= ∃(h1)(h2).EC ⊓ ∃(h1)(h3).NTPP ⊓ ∃(h2)(h3).TPP
The defined concepts BA, BB, BC (resp. BD, BE) describe the snapshot of Subscene
1 (resp. Subscene 2) during Submotions A,B,C (resp. D,E). The concept BA, for
instance, says that o1 and o2 are related by the EC relation (∃(g1)(g2).EC); that o1 and
o3 are related by the TPP relation (∃(g1)(g3).TPP); and that o2 and o3 are also related by
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Fig. 5. Illustration of MT ALC0,1(DRCC8).
the TPP relation (∃(g2)(g3).TPP). The conceptBBC describes the cyclic part of Subscene
1, consisting in repeating indefinitely Submotions B and C. Similarly, the concept BDE
describes the cyclic part of Subscene 2, consisting in repeating indefinitely Submotions D
and E. The defined concept Bi describes the initial state of the physical system, which
starts with SubmotionA and then “moves” to the cyclic submotionBBC along the path f1,
and to the other cyclic submotion, BDE , along the path f2.
Example 4.3 illustration of MT ALC0,1(DRCC8). Consider a physical system simi-
lar to the one of the previous example, except that (see Figure 5):
(1) in Subscene 1, from Configuration C, the motion “moves” back, not to configuration
B, but to the very first configuration, A; and
(2) the branching from the initial configuration A to the two immediate successors, B and
D, is not an and-branching, rather an or-branching: from A, the system nondetermin-
istically chooses configuration B or configuration D as the next configuration.
We suppose that the configuration of Subscene 2 is reachable, in the sense that the system
will at some point enter configuration D, and then go forever in the repeating of Subscene
2. The system can thus be seen as “repeat Subscene 1 until Subscene 2 is reached”. We
make use of one abstract feature, which we denote by f . The defined concepts BA, BB ,
BC , BD and BE remain the same as in the previous example. The weakly cyclic TBox
composed of the following axioms represents the described moving spatial scene:
Bi
.
= BA ⊓ ∃f.(BB ⊓ ∃f.(BC ⊓ ∃f.Bi) ⊔ BDE)
BDE
.
= BD ⊓ ∃f.(BE ⊓ ∃f.BDE)
BA
.
= ∃(g1)(g2).EC ⊓ ∃(g1)(g3).TPP ⊓ ∃(g2)(g3).TPP
BB
.
= ∃(g1)(g2).EC ⊓ ∃(g1)(g3).TPP ⊓ ∃(g2)(g3).NTPP
BC
.
= ∃(g1)(g2).EC ⊓ ∃(g1)(g3).NTPP ⊓ ∃(g2)(g3).NTPP
BD
.
= ∃(h1)(h2).PO ⊓ ∃(h1)(h3).TPP ⊓ ∃(h2)(h3).TPP
BE
.
= ∃(h1)(h2).EC ⊓ ∃(h1)(h3).NTPP ⊓ ∃(h2)(h3).TPP
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Fig. 6. The partial order on the defined concepts of the TBox in Example 4.3.
A (reflexive and transitive) partial order, ≥, on the defined concepts in the above TBox
can be defined, which verifies Bi ≥ BA, Bi ≥ BB , Bi ≥ BC , Bi ≥ BDE , BDE ≥ BD
and BDE ≥ BE (see Figure 6). The TBox verifies the property that, given any two defined
concepts, C and D, if C “uses” D then C ≥ D. The TBox is thus weakly cyclic.
The concept Bi describes the initial state of the physical system, which either performs
the submotion of Subscene 1 before repeating itself, or skips to Subscene 2 which it repeats
indefinitely. Again, because we want Subscene 2 to be reachable, the conceptBi describes
an eventuality, and should be marked as an eventuality concept -this allows rejecting those
potential models which repeat indefinitely Subscene 1 without reaching Subscene 2.
Example 4.4 illustration of MT ALC0,1(DCYCt). We consider an environment with four
landmarks, L1, L2, L3 and L4, as depicted in Figure 7(Left). The lines through the different
pairs of landmarks partition the plane into a tessellation of two-, one- and zero-dimensional
convex regions. Nine of these regions are numbered R1, ..., R9 in Figure 7(Left). A robot
R has to navigate all the way through from some point Pi in Region R1 to some point Pf
in Rgion R9, traversing in between Regions R2, ..., R8, in that order. With each region Ri,
i = 1 . . . 9, we associate a conceptBi describing the panorama of the robot while in Region
Ri, and giving the region the robot will be in next. We make use of four concrete features
g1, . . . , g4, which “perceive” at each time instant the orientations o1, o2, o3 and o4 of the
directed lines joining the robot to Landmarks L1, L2, L3 and L4, respectively —Figure
7(Right); and of one abstract feature f representing the linear time immediate-successor
function. The panorama of the robot at a specific time point consists in the conjunction of
CYCt constraints associating with each triple of the four orientations the CYCt relation it
satisfies. Within the same region, the panorama is constant. The navigation of the robot
can thus be seen as a chronological evolution of the changing panorama. The TBox with
the following axioms provides a plan describing a path the robot has to follow to reach the
goal.
B1
.
= ∃(g1)(g2)(g3).rrr ⊓ ∃(g1)(g2)(g4).rrr ⊓ ∃(g1)(g3)(g4).rrr ⊓ ∃(g2)(g3)(g4).rrr ⊓ ∃f.B2
B2
.
= ∃(g1)(g2)(g3).rrr ⊓ ∃(g1)(g2)(g4).rro ⊓ ∃(g1)(g3)(g4).rro ⊓ ∃(g2)(g3)(g4).rrr ⊓ ∃f.B3
B3
.
= ∃(g1)(g2)(g3).rrr ⊓ ∃(g1)(g2)(g4).rrl ⊓ ∃(g1)(g3)(g4).rrl ⊓ ∃(g2)(g3)(g4).rrr ⊓ ∃f.B4
B4
.
= ∃(g1)(g2)(g3).rro ⊓ ∃(g1)(g2)(g4).rol ⊓ ∃(g1)(g3)(g4).orl ⊓ ∃(g2)(g3)(g4).rro ⊓ ∃f.B5
B5
.
= ∃(g1)(g2)(g3).rrl ⊓ ∃(g1)(g2)(g4).rll ⊓ ∃(g1)(g3)(g4).lrl ⊓ ∃(g2)(g3)(g4).rrl ⊓ ∃f.B6
B6
.
= ∃(g1)(g2)(g3).rol ⊓ ∃(g1)(g2)(g4).rll ⊓ ∃(g1)(g3)(g4).lrl ⊓ ∃(g2)(g3)(g4).orl ⊓ ∃f.B7
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Fig. 7. Illustration ofMT ALC0,1(DCYCt).
B7
.
= ∃(g1)(g2)(g3).rll ⊓ ∃(g1)(g2)(g4).rll ⊓ ∃(g1)(g3)(g4).lrl ⊓ ∃(g2)(g3)(g4).lrl ⊓ ∃f.B8
B8
.
= ∃(g1)(g2)(g3).rll ⊓ ∃(g1)(g2)(g4).rll ⊓ ∃(g1)(g3)(g4).lel ⊓ ∃(g2)(g3)(g4).lel ⊓ ∃f.B9
B9
.
= ∃(g1)(g2)(g3).rll ⊓ ∃(g1)(g2)(g4).rll ⊓ ∃(g1)(g3)(g4).lll ⊓ ∃(g2)(g3)(g4).lll
The defined conceptB4, for instance, provides the information that the orientations o1, . . . , o4
should satisfy the constraints that the CYCt relation on the triple (o1, o2, o3) is rro, the one
on the triple (o1, o2, o4) is rol, the one on the triple (o1, o3, o4) is orl, and the one on the
triple (o2, o3, o4) is rro —which is a description of the panorama of the robot while in
Region R4. Concept B4 also tells which submotion should take place next (∃f.B5).
As with Example 4.1, we can use feature chains of length greater than one (i.e., not
reducing to concrete features) to relate, for instance, the value of the line joining the robot
to Landmark L3 while the robot is in Region R1, to the value of the same line while the
robot will be in Region R9. We might want to constrain the motion of the robot, so that
it does not expand beyond the part of Region R9 which, from Region R1, appears to the
robot’s visual system to be to the left hand side of Landmark L3. The reason for forcing
such a constraint could be that, from Region R1, the part of Region R9 within the right
hand side of LandmarkR3 is hidden to the robot’s vision system, which makes its reaching
a potential danger. This can be done by forcing the value of orientation 03 while the robot
is in Region R1, to be to the left of the value of the same orientation while the robot is in
Region R9. This constraint can be injected into the TBox by modifying the concept B1 as
follows, where f8g3 stands for the feature chain ffffffffg3:
B1
.
= ∃(g1)(g2)(g3).rrr ⊓ ∃(g1)(g2)(g4).rrr ⊓ ∃(g1)(g3)(g4).rrr ⊓ ∃(g2)(g3)(g4).rrr ⊓
∃(g3)(g3)(f
8g3).err ⊓ ∃f.B2
Example 4.5 another illustration of MT ALC(DRCC8). In [Bennett et al. 1998], the
authors describe a system answering queries on the RCC-8 [Randell et al. 1992] relation
between two input (polygonal) regions of a (quantitative) geographic database. The system
also includes the computation of the qualitative abstraction of a quantitative geographic
database, which is done by transforming the quantitative database into a qualitative one,
which records the RCC8 relation on each pair of the regions in the quantitative database.
The importance of the system is obvious: most applications querying geographic databases
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only need the query-answering system to provide them with the topological relation on
pairs of regions in the database. If we think of the database as representing the World’s ge-
ographic map, then the queries could be of the form “Is Hamburg a German city?”, “What
are the Mediterranean countries of Africa?”, “Are France and Germany neighbouring coun-
tries?”, or “Does the Sahara Desert just partially overlap, or is it part of, Algeria?”. Be-
cause computing such a relation directly from a quantitative database is time-consuming, it
is worth, especially in situations of repetition of such queries, to compute once and for all
the topological relation between every pair of regions in the database, and to store them in a
qualitative database; the next time a similar topological query reaches the system, the latter
would then only need to access (in constant time) the qualitative database, and to retrieve
the relation from there. Because of phenomena such as erosion and (unfortunately) wars,
the boundaries of the regions in a geographic database may change with time. It should
be clear that MT ALC(DRCC8) can be used to represent the history of the qualitative
abstraction of such a geographic database.
5. SEMANTICS OF MT ALC(DX), WITH X ∈ {RCC8, CDA, CYCT }
Definition 5.1 k-ary Σ-tree. Let Σ and K = {d1, . . . , dk}, k ≥ 1, be two disjoint
alphabets: Σ is a labelling alphabet and K an alphabet of directions. A (full) k-ary
tree is an infinite tree whose nodes α ∈ K∗ have exactly k immediate successors each,
αd1, . . . , αdk . A Σ-tree is a tree whose nodes are labelled with elements of Σ. A (full)
k-ary Σ-tree is a k-ary tree t which is also a Σ-tree, which we consider as a mapping
t : K∗ → Σ associating with each node α ∈ K∗ an element t(α) ∈ Σ. The empty word,
ǫ, denotes the root of t. Given a node α ∈ K∗ and a direction d ∈ K , the concatenation of
α and d, αd, denotes the d-successor of α. The level |α| of a node α is the length of α as
a word. We can thus think of the edges of t as being labelled with directions from K , and
of the nodes of t as being labelled with letters from Σ. A partial k-ary Σ-tree (over the set
K of directions) is a Σ-tree with the property that a node may not have a d-successor for
each direction d; in other terms, a partial k-ary Σ-tree is a Σ-tree which is a prefix-closed5
partial function t : K∗ → Σ.
MT ALC(Dx) is equipped with a Tarski-style, possible worlds semantics. MT ALC(Dx)
interpretations are spatio-temporal structures consisting of k-ary trees t, representing k-immediate-successor
branching time, together with an interpretation function associating with each primitive
concept A the nodes of t at which A is true, and, additionally, associating with each con-
crete feature g and each node u of t, the value at u (seen as a time instant) of the spatial
concrete object referred to by g. Formally:
Definition 5.2 interpretation. Let x ∈ {RCC8, CDA, CYCt} and K = {d1, . . . , dk} a
set of k directions. An interpretation I of MT ALC(Dx) consists of a pair I = (tI , .I),
where tI is a k-ary tree and .I is an interpretation function mapping each primitive concept
A to a subset AI of K∗, each role R to a subset RI of {(u, ud) ∈ K∗ ×K∗ : d ∈ K},
so that RI is functional if R is an an abstract feature, and each concrete feature g to a total
function gI :
(1) from K∗ onto the set RT S of regions of a topological space T S, if x = RCC8;
(2) from K∗ onto the set 2DP of points of the 2-dimensional space, if x = CDA; and
5t is prefix-closed if, for all nodes α, if t is defined for α then it defined for all nodes α′ consisting of prefixes of
α.
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(3) from K∗ onto the set 2DO of orientations of the 2-dimensional space, if x = CYCt.
Given an MT ALC(Dx) interpretation I = (tI , .I), a feature chain u = f1 . . . fng, and
a node v1, we denote by uI(v1) the value gI(v2), where v2 is the fI1 . . . fIn -successor
of v1; i.e., v2 is so that there exists a sequence v1 = w0, w1, . . . , wn = v2 verifying
(wi, wi+1) ∈ fIi+1, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}.
Definition 5.3 satisfiability w.r.t. a TBox. Let x ∈ {RCC8, CDA, CYCt} be a spatial
RA,K = {d1, . . . , dk} a set of k directions,C anMT ALC(Dx) concept, T anMT ALC(Dx)
weakly cyclic TBox, and I = (tI , .I) an MT ALC(Dx) interpretation. The satisfiabil-
ity, by a node s of tI , of C w.r.t. to T , denoted I, s |= 〈C, T 〉, is defined inductively as
follows:
(1) I, s |= 〈⊤, T 〉
(2) I, s 6|= 〈⊥, T 〉
(3) I, s |= 〈A, T 〉 iff s ∈ AI , for all primitive concepts A
(4) I, s |= 〈B, T 〉 iff I, s |= 〈C, T 〉, for all defined concepts B defined by the axiom
B
.
= C of T
(5) I, s |= 〈¬C, T 〉 iff I, s 6|= 〈C, T 〉
(6) I, s |= 〈C ⊓D, T 〉 iff I, s |= 〈C, T 〉 and I, s |= 〈D, T 〉
(7) I, s |= 〈C ⊔D, T 〉 iff I, s |= 〈C, T 〉 or I, s |= 〈D, T 〉
(8) I, s |= 〈∃R.C, T 〉 iff I, s′ |= 〈C, T 〉, for some s′ such that (s, s′) ∈ RI
(9) I, s |= 〈∀R.C, T 〉 iff I, s′ |= 〈C, T 〉, for all s′ such that (s, s′) ∈ RI
(10) I, s |= 〈∃(u1)(u2).P, T 〉 iff P (uI1 (s), uI2 (s))
(11) I, s |= 〈∃(u1)(u2)(u3).P, T 〉 iff P (uI1 (s), uI2 (s), uI3 (s))
A concept C is satisfiable w.r.t. a TBox T iff I, s |= 〈C, T 〉, for some MT ALC(Dx)
interpretation I, and some state s ∈ tI , in which case the pair (I, s) is a model of C w.r.t.
T ; C is insatisfiable (has no models) w.r.t. T , otherwise. C is valid w.r.t. T iff the negation,
¬C, of C is insatisfiable w.r.t. T . The satisfiability problem and the subsumption problem
are defined as follows:
The satisfiability problem:
• Input: a concept C and a TBox T
• Problem: is C satisfiable w.r.t. T ?
The subsumption problem:
• Input: two concepts C and D and a TBox T
• Problem: does C subsume D w.r.t. T (notation: D ⊑T C)? in other words, are
all models of C w.r.t. T also models of D w.r.t. T ?
The satisfiability problem and the subsumption problem are related to each other, as fol-
lows: D ⊑T C iff D ⊓ ¬C is insatisfiable w.r.t. T .
6. THE SATISFIABILITY OF AN MT ALC(DX) CONCEPT W.R.T. A WEAKLY
CYCLIC TBOX
Let C be an MT ALC(Dx) concept and T an MT ALC(Dx) weakly cyclic TBox. We
define T ⊕ C as the TBox T augmented with the axiom Bi
.
= C, where Bi is a fresh
defined concept (not occurring in T ):
T ⊕ C = 〈T ∪ {Bi
.
= C}, Bi〉
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In the sequel, we refer to T ⊕C as the TBox T augmented with C, and to Bi as the initial
state of T ⊕C. The idea now is that, satisfiability of C w.r.t. T has (almost) been reduced
to the emptiness problem of T ⊕C, seen as a weak alternating automaton on k-ary Σ-trees,
for some labelling alphabet Σ to be defined later, with the defined concepts as the states of
the automaton,Bi as the initial state of the automaton, the axioms as defining the transition
function, with the accepting condition derived from those defined concepts which are not
eventuality concepts, and with k standing for the number of concepts of the form ∃R.D in
a certain closure, to be defined later, of T ⊕ C.
6.1 The Disjunctive Normal Form
The notion of Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) of a conceptC w.r.t. to a TBox T , dnf1(C, T ),
is crucial for the rest of the paper. Such a form results, among other things, from the use of
De Morgan’s Law to decompose a concept so that, in the final form, the negation symbol
outside the scope of a (existential or universal) quantifier occurs only in front of primitive
concepts.
Definition 6.1 first DNF. The first Disjunctive Normal Form (dnf1) of anMT ALC(Dx)
concept C w.r.t. an MT ALC(Dx) TBox T , dnf1(C, T ), is defined recursively as follows:
(1) for all primitive concepts A: dnf1(A, T ) = {{A}}, dnf1(¬A, T ) = {{¬A}}
(2) dnf1(⊤, T ) = {∅}, dnf1(⊥, T ) = ∅
(3) for all defined concepts B: dnf1(B, T ) = dnf1(E, T ), dnf1(¬B, T ) = dnf1(¬E, T ),
where E is the right hand side of the axiom B .= E defining B
(4) dnf1(C ⊓D, T ) =∏(dnf1(C, T ), dnf1(D, T ))
(5) dnf1(C ⊔D, T ) = dnf1(C, T ) ∪ dnf1(D, T )
(6) dnf1(∃R.C, T ) = {{∃R.C}}
(7) dnf1(∀R.C, T ) = {{∀R.C}}
(8) dnf1(∃(u1)(u2).P, T ) = {{∃(u1)(u2).P}}
(9) dnf1(∃(u1)(u2)(u3).P, T ) = {{∃(u1)(u2)(u3).P}}
(10) dnf1(¬(C ⊓D), T ) = dnf1(¬C, T ) ∪ dnf1(¬D, T )
(11) dnf1(¬(C ⊔D), T ) =∏(dnf1(¬C, T ), dnf1(¬D, T ))
(12) dnf1(¬∃R.C, T ) = {{∀R.¬C}}
(13) dnf1(¬∀R.C, T ) = {{∃R.¬C}}
where
∏
is defined as follows:
(1) ∏({S}, {T }) =
{
∅ if {A,¬A} ⊆ S ∪ T for some primitive concept A,
{S ∪ T } otherwise
(2) ∏({S1, . . . , Sn}, {T1, . . . , Tm}) = ⋃
i∈{1,...,n},j∈{1,...,m}
∏
({Si}, {Tj})
Note that the dnf1 function checks satisfiability at the propositional level, in the sense that,
given a concept C, dnf1(C, T ) is either empty, or is such that for all S ∈ dnf1(C, T ), S
does not contain both A and ¬A, A being a primitive concept. Furthermore, given a set
S ∈ dnf1(C, T ), all elements of S are concepts of either of the following forms:
(1) A or ¬A, where A is a primitive concept;
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(2) ∃R.D;
(3) ∀R.D; or
(4) ∃(u1)(u2).P if x binary, ∃(u1)(u2)(u3).P if x ternary.
Definition 6.2. Let C be an MT ALC(Dx) concept, T and MT ALC(Dx) TBox and
S ∈ dnf1(C, T ). The set of concrete features of S, cFeatures(S), is defined as the set
of concrete features, g, for which there exists a feature chain u suffixed by g, such that S
contains a predicate concept ∃(u1)(u2).P , with u ∈ {u1, u2}, if x binary; or S contains a
predicate concept ∃(u1)(u2)(u3).P , with u ∈ {u1, u2, u3}, if x ternary.
Definition 6.3 the pc∃∀ partition. LetC be anMT ALC(Dx) concept, T anMT ALC(Dx)
TBox, S ∈ dnf1(C, T ) and N∗aF the language of all finite words over the alphabet NaF .
The pc∃∀ partition of S, pc∃∀(S), is defined as pc∃∀(S) = Sprop∪Scsp∪S∃∪S∀, where:
Sprop = {A : A ∈ S and A primitive concept}
∪{¬A : ¬A ∈ S and A primitive concept}
Scsp =
{
{∃(u1)(u2).P : ∃(u1)(u2).P ∈ S}, if x binary
{∃(u1)(u2)(u3).P : ∃(u1)(u2)(u3).P ∈ S}, if x ternary
S∃ = {∃R.C : ∃R.C ∈ S}
S∀ = {∀R.C : ∀R.C ∈ S}
If dnf1(C, T ) = {S1, . . . , Sn} then C is satisfiable w.r.t. T iff for some i = 1 . . . n, Si
is satisfiable w.r.t. T . On the other hand, the following conditions are necessary for the
satisfiability of an element S of dnf1(C, T ):
(1) Sprop does not contain A and ¬A, where A is a primitive concept;
(2) The CSP induced by S (see the definition below) is consistent;
(3) for all concepts ∃R.D in S∃, where R is a general, not necessarily functional role,
the conjunction D ⊓ ⊓∀R.D′∈S∀D′ is a consistent concept (recursive call of concept
consistency). This point is expected to clarify the reader the idea of distributing all
∀R-prefixed concepts over each ∃R-prefixed concept; and
(4) for all abstract features f ∈ NaF , such that there exists a concept ∃f.D in S∃, the
conjunction⊓∃f.D∈S∃D⊓⊓∀f.D∈S∀D is a consistent concept (again, recursive call of
concept consistency).
With the help of the just-above explanation, given a set S ∈ dnf1(C, T ), we can replace S
with the equivalent set Sf computed as follows:
(1) The semantics suggests that, for all general, not necessarily functional roles R, when-
ever S contains a concept of the form ∃R.D, the tableaux method would create an
R-successor S′ containing the concept D and all concepts E such that ∀R.E belongs
to S:
— initialise T to S: T ← S
— for all elements of S of the form ∃R.D:
T ← (T \ {∃R.D}) ∪ {∃R.(D ⊓ ⊓∀R.E∈S∀E)}
(2) A similar work has to be done for abstract features f such that S contains elements of
the form ∃f.D, bearing in mind that abstract features are functional. For all such f ,
we replace the subset {∃f.D : ∃f.D ∈ S} ∪ {∀f.D : ∀f.D ∈ S} by the singleton
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set {∃f.(⊓∃f.D∈SD ⊓ ⊓∀f.D∈SD)}. The motivation, again, comes straight from the
semantics: because abstract features are functional, only one f -successor to S has to
be created, which has to satisfy all concepts D such that ∃f.D ∈ S, as well as all
concepts D such that ∀f.D ∈ S:
— for all abstract features f ∈ NaF , such that S contains elements of the form ∃f.D:
T ← T \ {∃f.D : ∃f.D ∈ S}
T ← T ∪ {∃f.(⊓∃f.D∈SD ⊓ ⊓∀f.D∈SD)}
(3) remove from T all elements of the form ∀R.D: T ← T \ S∀
(4) Sf ← T
The second dnf of a concept C w.r.t. a TBox T , dnf2(C, T ), is now introduced. This
consists of the dnf1 of C w.r.t. T , dnf1(C, T ), as given by Definition 6.1, in which each
element S is replaced with Sf , computed as shown just above. Formally:
Definition 6.4 second DNF. Let x ∈ {RCC8, CDA, CYCt}, C be an MT ALC(Dx)
concept, and T an MT ALC(Dx) TBox. The second Disjunctive Normal Form (dnf2) of
C w.r.t. T , dnf2(C, T ), is defined as dnf2(C, T ) = {Sf : S ∈ dnf1(C, T )}.
Given an MT ALC(Dx) concept C and an MT ALC(Dx) TBox T , we can now use the
second DNF, dnf2, to define the closure (T ⊕ C)∗ of T ⊕ C, the TBox T augmented with
C. Initially, (T ⊕C)∗ = T ⊕C, and no defined concept in (T ⊕C)∗ is marked. Then we
repeat the following process until all defined concepts in (T⊕C)∗ are marked. We consider
an axiom B1
.
= E of (T ⊕ C)∗ such that B1 is not marked. We mark B1. We compute
dnf2(E, (T ⊕ C)∗). For all S ∈ dnf2(E, (T ⊕ C)∗), S is of the form Sprop ∪ Scsp ∪ S∃.
For all such S, we do the following. We consider in turn the elements ∃R.D in S∃. If D is
a defined concept of (T ⊕ C)∗ then we do nothing. Otherwise, if (T ⊕ C)∗ has an axiom
of the formB2
.
= D, then we replaceD with B2 in ∃R.D. Otherwise, we add to (T ⊕C)∗
the axiom B2
.
= D, and we replace, in S, ∃R.D with ∃R.B2. Formally, (T ⊕ C)∗ is
defined as follows.
Definition 6.5 closure of T ⊕ C . LetC be anMT ALC(Dx) concept and T anMT ALC(Dx)
TBox. The closure (T ⊕C)∗ of T ⊕C is defined by the procedure of Figure 8. The initial
defined concept of (T ⊕ C)∗ is the same as the initial defined concept of T ⊕ C.
We also need the closure of a concept C w.r.t. a TBox T , cl(C, T ), which is defined
recursively as the union of dnf2(C, T ), and the closures, w.r.t. T , of all concepts C′ such
that for some S ∈ dnf2(C, T ) and some general (possibly functional) role R, ∃R.C′ ∈ S.
Formally:
Definition 6.6 closure of a concept w.r.t. a TBox. The closure of anMT ALC(Dx) con-
cept C w.r.t. an MT ALC(Dx) TBox T , cl(C, T ), is defined recursively as follows:
cl(C, T ) = dnf2(C, T ) ∪
⋃
∃R.C′∈S∈dnf2(C,T )
cl(C′,T )
Definition 6.7. Let C be an MT ALC(Dx) concept and T an MT ALC(Dx) TBox.
We denote by:
(1) cFeatures(C, T ) =
⋃
S∈cl(C,T )
cFeatures(S), the set of concrete features of C w.r.t. T ;
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Input: an MTALC(Dx) concept C and an MTALC(Dx) TBox T
Output: the closure (T ⊕ C)∗ of T ⊕ C
Initialise (T ⊕ C)∗ to T ⊕ C: (T ⊕ C)∗ ← T ⊕ C;
Initially, no defined concept of (T ⊕ C)∗ is marked;
while((T ⊕ C)∗ contains defined concepts that are not marked){
consider a non marked defined concept B1 from (T ⊕ C)∗;
let B1
.
= E be the axiom from (T ⊕ C)∗ defining B1;
mark B1;
compute dnf2(E, (T ⊕ C)∗);
for all ∃R.D ∈ S ∈ dnf2(E, (T ⊕ C)∗)
if D is not a defined concept of (T ⊕ C)∗ then
if((T ⊕ C)∗ contains an axiom of the form B2 .= D) then
replace ∃R.D with ∃R.B2 in S;
else{
add the axiom B2
.
= D to (T ⊕ C)∗, where B2 is a fresh defined concept:
(T ⊕ C)∗ ← (T ⊕ C)∗ ∪ {B2
.
= D};
replace ∃R.D with ∃R.B2 in S;
}
}
Fig. 8. Closure (T ⊕ C)∗ of a TBox T augmented with a concept C, T ⊕ C.
(2) ncf(C, T ) = |cFeatures(C, T )|, the number of concrete features of C w.r.t. T ;
(3) aFeatures(C, T ) = {f ∈ NaF : ∃D s. t. ∃f.D ∈ S ∈ cl(C, T )}, the set of abstract
features of C w.r.t. T ;
(4) naf(C, T ) = |aFeatures(C, T )|, the number of abstract features of C w.r.t. T ;
(5) pConcepts(C, T ) = {A : ∃S ∈ cl(C, T ) s. t. {A,¬A} ∩ Sprop 6= ∅}, the set of
primitive concepts of C w.r.t. T ;
(6) dConcepts(C, T ) is the set of defined concepts in (T ⊕ C)∗;
(7) eConcepts(C, T ), the set of existential (sub)concepts of C w.r.t. T , is the union of
all ∃R.D such that there exists an axiom B .= E in (T ⊕ C)∗ and S in E, so that
∃R.D ∈ S;
(8) feConcepts(C, T ) = {∃f.D ∈ eConcepts(C, T ) : f abstract feature}, the set of
functional existential concepts of C w.r.t. T ;
(9) reConcepts(C, T ) = eConcepts(C, T ) \ feConcepts(C, T ), the set of relational exis-
tential concepts of C w.r.t. T ;
(10) fbf(C, T ) = naf(C, T ), the functional branching factor of C w.r.t. T ;
(11) rbf(C, T ) = |reConcepts(C, T )|, the relational branching factor of C w.r.t. T ;
(12) bf(C, T ) = fbf(C, T ) + rbf(C, T ), the branching factor of C w.r.t. T .
We suppose that the relational existential concepts in reConcepts(C, T ) are ordered, and
refer to the i-th element of reConcepts(C, T ), i = 1 . . . rbf(C, T ), as reci(C, T ). Simi-
larly, we suppose that the abstract features in aFeatures(C, T ) are ordered, and refer to the
i-th element of aFeatures(C, T ), i = 1 . . . fbf(C, T ), as afi(C, T ). Together, they consti-
tute the directions of the weak alternating automaton to be associated with he satisfiability
of C w.r.t. T .
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Definition 6.8. Let C be an MT ALC(Dx) concept and T an MT ALC(Dx) TBox.
The branching tuple of C is given by the ordered bf(C, T )-tuple bt(C, T ) =
(rec1(C, T ), . . . , recrbf(C,T )(C, T ), af1(C, T ), . . . , affbf(C,T )(C, T )) of the rbf(C, T ) re-
lational existential concepts in reConcepts(C, T ) and the fbf(C, T ) abstract features in
aFeatures(C, T ).
Given an MT ALC(Dx) concept C and an MT ALC(Dx) TBox T , we will be interested
in k-ary Σ-trees (see Definition 5.1), t, verifying the following:
(1) k = bf(C, T ); and
(2) M = 2pConcepts(C,T )×Θ(cFeatures(C, T ),∆Dx), whereΘ(cFeatures(C, T ),∆Dx)
is the set of total functions θ : cFeatures(C, T )→ ∆Dx associating with each concrete
feature g in cFeatures(C, T ) a concrete value θ(g) from the spatial concrete domain
∆Dx .
Such a tree will be seen as representing a class of interpretations of the satisfiability of C
w.r.t. T : the label (X, θ) of a node α ∈ {1, . . . , bf(C, T )}∗, with X ⊆ pConcepts(C, T )
and θ ∈ Θ(cFeatures(C, T ),∆Dx), is to be interpreted as follows:
(1) X records the information on the primitive concepts that are true at α, in all interpre-
tations of the class; and
(2) θ : cFeatures(C, T ) → ∆Dx records the values, at the abstract object represented by
node α, of the concrete features g1, . . . , gncf(C,T ) in cFeatures(C, T ).
The crucial question is when we can say that an interpretation of the class is a model of
C w.r.t. T . To answer the question, we consider (weak) alternating automata on k-ary
Σ-trees, with k = bf(C, T ) and Σ = 2pConcepts(C,T ) × Θ(cFeatures(C, T ),∆Dx). We
then show how to associate such an automaton with the satisfiability of an MT ALC(Dx)
concept C w.r.t. a weakly cyclic TBox T , in such a way that the models of C w.r.t. T
coincide with the k-ary Σ-trees accepted by the automaton. The background on alternating
automata has been adapted from [Muller et al. 1992].
7. WEAK ALTERNATING AUTOMATA ANDMT ALC(DX) WITH WEAKLY CYCLIC
TBOXES
We now provide the required background on weak alternating automata, adapted from
[Muller et al. 1992] (see also [Isli 1993; 1996; Muller and Schupp 1987; 1995]). We then
show how to associate such an automaton with the satisfiability problem of anMT ALC(Dx)
concept w.r.t. an MT ALC(Dx) weakly cyclic TBox, so that the language accepted by the
automaton coincides with the set of models of the concept w.r.t. to the TBox.
7.1 Weak alternating automata
Definition 7.1 free distributive lattice. Let S be a set of generators. L(S) denotes the
free distributive lattice generated by S. L(S) can be thought of as the set of logical for-
mulas built from variables taken from S using the disjunction and conjunction operators ∨
and ∧ (but not the negation operator ¬). In other words, L(S) is the smallest set such that:
(1) for all s ∈ S, s ∈ L(S); and
(2) if e1 and e2 belong to L(S), then so do e1 ∧ e2 and e1 ∨ e2.
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Each element e ∈ L(S) has, up to isomorphism, a unique representation in DNF (Disjunc-
tive Normal Form), e = ∨i Ci (each Ci is a conjunction of generators from S, and no Ci
subsumes Ck, with k 6= i). We suppose, without loss of generality, that each element of
L(S) is written in such a form. If e =
∨
i
∧
j sij is an element of L(S), the dual of e is the
element e˜ =
∧
i
∨
j sij obtained by interchanging ∨ and ∧ (
∧
i
∨
j sij is not necessarily in
DNF).
Definition 7.2 set representation. Let S be a set of generators, L(S) the free distribu-
tive lattice generated by S, and e an element of L(S). Write e in DNF as
∨n
i=1
∧ni
j=1 sij .
The set representation of e, set-rep(e), is the subset of 2S defined as {S1, . . . , Sn}, with
Si = {si1, . . . , sini}.
In the following, we denote by K a set of k directions d1, . . . , dk; by NP a set of prim-
itive concepts; by x a spatial RA from the set {RCC8, CDA, CYCt}; by NcF a finite set
of concrete features referring to objects in ∆Dx ; by Σ(x,NP , NcF ) the alphabet 2NP ×
Θ(NcF ,∆Dx), Θ(NcF ,∆Dx) being the set of total functions θ : NcF → ∆Dx , associating
with each concrete feature g a concrete value θ(g) from the spatial concrete domain ∆Dx ;
by Lit(NP ) the set of literals derived from NP (viewed as a set of atomic propositions):
Lit(NP ) = NP ∪{¬A : A ∈ NP }; by c(2Lit(NP )) the set of subsets of Lit(NP ) which do
not contain a primitive concept and its negation: c(2Lit(NP )) = {S ⊂ Lit(NP ) : (∀A ∈
NP )({A,¬A} 6⊆ S)}; by constr(x,K,NcF ) the set of constraints of the form P (u1, u2),
if x binary, and P (u1, u2, u3), if x ternary, with P being an x relation, u1, u2 and u3
K∗NcF -chains (i.e., each of u1, u2 and u3 is of the form g or di1 . . . ding, n ≥ 1 and n
finite, the dij ’s being directions in K , and g a concrete feature).
Definition 7.3 alternating automaton on k-ary Σ(x,NP , NcF )-trees. Let k ≥ 1 be an
integer and K = {d1, . . . , dk} a set of directions. An alternating automaton on k-ary
Σ(x,NP , NcF )-trees is a tupleA = (L(Lit(NP )∪constr(x,K,NcF )∪K×Q),Σ(x,NP , NcF ),
δ, q0,F), where Q is a finite set of states; Σ(x,NP , NcF ) is the input alphabet (labelling
the nodes of the input trees); δ : Q → L(Lit(NP ) ∪ constr(x,K,NcF ) ∪K × Q) is the
transition function; q0 ∈ Q is the initial state; and F defines the acceptance condition:
(1) F ⊆ Q in case of a Bu¨chi alternating automaton; and
(2) F ⊆ 2Q in case of a Muller alternating automaton.
A weak alternating automaton is a special case of a Muller alternating automaton.
Definition 7.4 Weak alternating automaton [Muller et al. 1992]. LetA be a Muller al-
ternating automaton on k-ary Σ(x,NP , NcF )-trees, as defined in Definition 7.3. A is said
to be a weak alternating automaton if there exists a partition Q =
⋃n
i=1Qi of the set Q of
states, and a partial order ≥ on the collection of the Qi’s, so that:
(1) the transition function δ has the property that, given two states q ∈ Qi and q′ ∈ Qj , if
q′ occurs in δ(q) then Qi ≥ Qj; and
(2) the set F giving the acceptance condition is a subset of {Q1, . . . , Qn}.
Let A be an alternating automaton on k-ary Σ(x,NP , NcF )-trees, as defined in Definition
7.3, and t a k-ary Σ(x,NP , NcF )-tree. Given two alphabets Σ1 and Σ2, we denote by
Σ1Σ2 the concatenation of Σ1 and Σ2, consisting of all words ab, with a ∈ Σ1 and b ∈ Σ2.
In a run r(A, t) of A on t (see below), which can be seen as an unfolding of a branch of
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the computation tree T (A, t) of A on t, as defined in [Muller and Schupp 1987; Muller
et al. 1992; Muller and Schupp 1995], the nodes of level n will represent one possibility for
choices ofA up to level n in t. For each n ≥ 0, we define the set of n-histories to be the set
Hn = {q0}(KQ)n of all 2n+ 1-length words consisting of q0 as the first letter, followed
by a 2n-length word di1qi1 . . . dinqin , with dij ∈ K and qij ∈ Q, for all j = 1 . . . n. If
h ∈ Hn and g ∈ KQ then hg, the concatenation of h and g, belongs to Hn+1. More
generally, if h ∈ Hn and e ∈ L(KQ), the concatenation he of h and e will denote the
element of L(Hn+1) obtained by prefixing h to each generator in KQ which occurs in e.
Additionally, given an n-history h = q0di1qi1 . . . dinqin , with n ≥ 0, we denote
(1) by Last(h) the initial state q0 if h consists of the 0-history q0 (n = 0), and the state
qin if n ≥ 1;
(2) by K-proj(h) (the K-projection of h) the empty word ǫ if n = 0, and the n-length
word di1 . . . din otherwise; and
(3) by Q-proj(h) (the Q-projection of h) the state q0 if n = 0, and the n+ 1-length word
q0qi1 . . . qin ∈ Q
n+1 otherwise.
The union of all Hn, with n finite, will be referred to as the set of finite histories of A,
and denoted by H<∞. We denote by Σ(2H<∞ , NP , x,K,NcF ) the alphabet 2H<∞ ×
c(2Lit(NP ))×2constr(x,K,NcF ), byΣ(2Q, NP , x,K,NcF ) the alphabet 2Q×c(2Lit(NP ))×
2constr(x,K,NcF ), and, in general, by Σ(S,NP , x,K,NcF ) the alphabet S×c(2Lit(NP ))×
2constr(x,K,NcF ).
A run of the alternating automatonA on t is now introduced.
Definition 7.5 Run. Let A be an alternating automaton on k-ary Σ(x,NP , NcF )-trees,
as defined in Definition 7.3, and t a k-aryΣ(x,NP , NcF )-tree. A run, r(A, t), ofA on t is a
partial k-ary Σ(2H<∞ , NP , x,K,NcF )-tree defined inductively as follows. For all direc-
tions d ∈ K , and for all nodes u ∈ K∗ of r(A, t), u has at most one outgoing edge labelled
with d, and leading to the d-successor ud of u. The label (Yǫ, Lǫ, Xǫ) of the root belongs to
2H0×c(2Lit(NP ))×2constr(x,K,NcF ) —in other words, Yǫ = {q0}. If u is a node of r(A, t)
of level n ≥ 0, with label (Yu, Lu, Xu), then calculate e =
∧
h∈Yu
dist(h, δ(Last(h))),
where dist is a function associating with each pair (h1, e1) of H<∞ × L(Lit(NP ) ∪
constr(x,K,NcF ) ∪ K × Q) an element of L(Lit(NP ) ∪ constr(x,K,NcF ) ∪ H<∞)
defined inductively in the following way:
dist(h1, e1) =


e1 if e1 ∈ Lit(NP ) ∪ constr(x,K,NcF ),
h1dq if e1 = (d, q), for some (d, q) ∈ K ×Q,
dist(h1, e2) ∨ dist(h1, e3) if e1 = e2 ∨ e3,
dist(h1, e2) ∧ dist(h1, e3) if e1 = e2 ∧ e3
Write e in dnf as e = ∨ri=1(Li ∧ Xi ∧ Yi), where the Li’s are conjunctions of liter-
als from Lit(NP ), the Xi’s are conjunctions of constraints from constr(x,K,NcF ), and
the Yi’s are conjunctions of n + 1-histories. Then there exists i = 1 . . . r such that
Lu = {ℓ ∈ Lit(NP ) : ℓ occurs in Li}; Xu = {x ∈ constr(x,K,NcF ) : x occurs in Xi};
for all d ∈ K , such that the set Y = {hdq ∈ Hn+1 : h ∈ Hn∧q ∈ Q∧(hdq occurs in Yi)}
is nonempty, and only for those d, u has a d-successor, ud, whose label (Yud, Xud, Lud) is
such that Yud = Y ; and the label t(u) = (Pu, θu) ∈ 2NP ×Θ(NcF ,∆Dx) of the node u of
the input tree t verifies the following, where, given a node v in t, the notation θv consists
of the function θv : NcF → ∆Dx which is the second argument of t(v):
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• for all A ∈ NP : if A ∈ Lu then A ∈ Pu; and if ¬A ∈ Lu then A /∈ Pu (the elements
A of NP such that, neither A nor ¬A occur in Lu, may or may not occur in Pu);
• if x binary, for all P (di1 . . . ding1, dj1 . . . djmg2) appearing in Xu, P (θudi1 ...din (g1),
θudj1 ...djm (g2)) holds. In other words, the value of the concrete feature g1 at the
di1 . . . din -successor of u in t, on the one hand, and the value of the concrete feature
g2 at the dj1 . . . djm -successor of u in t, on the other hand, are related by the x relation
P .
• similarly, if x ternary, for all P (di1 . . . ding1, dj1 . . . djmg2, dl1 . . . dlpg3) appearing in
Xu, P (θudi1 ...din (g1), θudj1 ...djm (g2), θudl1 ...dlp (g3)) holds.
A partial k-ary Σ(2H<∞ , NP , x,K,NcF )-tree σ is a run of A if there exists a k-ary
Σ(x,NP , NcF )-tree t such that σ is a run ofA on t.
Definition 7.6 CSP of a run. LetA be an alternating automaton on k-aryΣ(x,NP , NcF )-
trees, as defined in Definition 7.3, and σ a run of A:
(1) for all nodes v of σ, of label σ(v) = (Yv, Lv, Xv) ∈ 2H<∞ × c(2Lit(NP )) ×
2constr(x,K,NcF ), the argument Xv gives rise to the CSP of σ at v, CSPv(σ), whose
set of variables, Vv(σ), and set of constraints, Cv(σ), are defined as follows:
(a) Initially, Vv(σ) = ∅ and Cv(σ) = ∅
(b) for all K∗NcF -chains di1 . . . ding appearing in Xv, create, and add to Vv(σ), a
variable 〈vdi1 . . . din , g〉
(c) if x binary, for all P (di1 . . . ding1, dj1 . . . djmg2) in Xv, add the constraint
P (〈vdi1 . . . din , g1〉, 〈vdj1 . . . djm , g2〉) to Cv(σ)
(d) similarly, if x ternary, for all P (di1 . . . ding1, dj1 . . . djmg2, dl1 . . . dlpg3) in Xv,
add the constraintP (〈vdi1 . . . din , g1〉, 〈vdj1 . . . djm , g2〉, 〈vdl1 . . . dlp , g3〉) toCv(σ)
(2) the CSP of σ, CSP(σ), is the CSP whose set of variables, V(σ), and set of constraints,
C(σ), are defined as V(σ) =
⋃
v node of σ
Vv(σ) and C(σ) =
⋃
v node of σ
Cv(σ).
An n-branch of a run σ = r(A, t) is a path of length (number of edges) n beginning at
the root of σ. A branch is an infinite path. If u is the terminal node of an n-branch β,
then the argument Yu of the label (Yu, Lu, Xu) of u is a set of n-histories. Following
[Muller et al. 1992], we say that each n-history in Yu lies along β. An n-history h lies
along σ if there exists an n-branch β of σ such that h lies along β. An (infinite) history
is a sequence h = q0di1qi1 . . . dinqin . . . ∈ {q0}(KQ)ω. Given such a history, h =
q0di1qi1 . . . dinqin . . . ∈ {q0}(KQ)
ω:
(1) h lies along a branch β if, for every n ≥ 1, the prefix of h consisting of the n-history
q0di1qi1 . . . dinqin lies along the n-branch βn consisting of the first n edges of β;
(2) h lies along σ if there exists a branch β of σ such that h lies along β;
(3) Q-proj(h) (the Q-projection of h) is the infinite word q0qi1 . . . qin . . . ∈ Qω such
that, for all n ≥ 1, the n + 1-length prefix q0qi1 . . . qin is the Q-projection of hn, the
n-history which is the 2n+ 1-prefix of h.
(4) we denote by Inf(h) the set of states appearing infinitely often in Q-proj(h)
The acceptance condition is now defined as follows. In the Bu¨chi case, a history h is
accepting if Inf(h) ∩F 6= ∅. In the case of a weak alternating automaton, h is accepting if
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Inf(h) ⊆ Qi, for some Qi ∈ F .6 A branch β of r(A, t) is accepting if every history lying
along β is accepting.
The condition for a run σ to be accepting splits into two subconditions. The first sub-
condition is the standard one, and is related to (the histories lying along) the branches of
σ, all of which should be accepting. The second subcondition is new and is the same
for both kinds of automata: the CSP of σ, CSP(σ), should be consistent. A accepts a
k-ary Σ(x,NP , NcF )-tree t if there exists an accepting run ofA on t. The language L(A)
accepted by A is the set of all k-ary Σ(x,NP , NcF )-trees accepted by A.
Informally, a run σ is uniform if, for all n ≥ 0, any two n-histories lying along σ, and
suffixed (i.e., terminated) by the same state, make the same transition. To define it formally,
we suppose that the transition function δ is given as a disjunction of conjunctions, in dnf.
Definition 7.7 Uniform run. LetA be an alternating automaton on k-aryΣ(x,NP , NcF )-
trees, as defined in Definition 7.3, and σ a run of A. σ is said to be a uniform run
iff it satisfies the following. For all n ≥ 0, select for each state q in Q, one conjunct
from δ(q), and refer to it as δ(q, σ, n). If u is a node of σ of level n ≥ 0, with la-
bel (Yu, Lu, Xu), then calculate e =
∧
h∈Yu
dist(h, δ(Last(h), σ, n)), where dist is de-
fined as in Definition 7.5. Write e as e = L ∧ X ∧ Y , where L is a conjunction of
literals from Lit(NP ), X is a conjunction of constraints from constr(x,K,NcF ), and
Y is a conjunction of n + 1-histories. Then Lu = {ℓ ∈ Lit(NP ) : ℓ occurs in L};
Xu = {x ∈ constr(x,K,NcF ) : x occurs in X}; for all d ∈ K , such that the set
Z = {hdq ∈ Hn+1 : h ∈ Hn ∧ q ∈ Q ∧ (hdq occurs in Y )} is nonempty, and only
for those d, u has a d-successor, ud, whose label (Yud, Xud, Lud) is such that Yud = Z .
The uniformisation theorem for alternating automata, as defined in [Muller et al. 1992;
Muller and Schupp 1995], states that the existence of an accepting run of A is equivalent
to the existence of an accepting uniform run of A. However, the accepting condition in
[Muller et al. 1992; Muller and Schupp 1995] involves only the states repeated infinitely
often in the branches of the run, and this is mainly due to the fact that the input alphabet
is a simple set of symbols. In our case, as already explained, the input alphabet is the set
2NP × Θ(NcF ,∆Dx), Θ(NcF ,∆Dx) being the set of total functions θ : NcF → ∆Dx ,
associating with each concrete feature g, at each node of a run, a concrete value θ(g) from
the spatial concrete domain ∆Dx . In addition to the condition on the states infinitely often
repeated on each branch of a run, one has also to consider the constraints on the values
of the different concrete features at the different nodes of the run. The set of all such
constraints, over the nodes of a run, gives birth to what we have named “CSP of the run”
(Definition 7.6), which is a potentially infinite CSP. The uniformisation theorem was used
in [Muller et al. 1992] to show that, a weak alternating automaton M of size (number of
states) |M | can be simulated by a (standard) nondeterministic Bu¨chi automaton of size
|M |4|M|. We will define a “forgetful run” of a (weak) alternating automaton, or f-run for
short, which, intuitively, is a 0-memory run, in the sense that it does not keep track of the
histories of a branch leading to a node, but just of the states ending such histories —i.e.,
the states q such that, if the node is of level n, there exists an n-history hn lying along
6In the case of a weak alternating automaton, if h is an (infinite) history, then from some point onwards, all the
states occurring in h belong to the same element Qi of the partition associated with the set of states. In [Muller
et al. 1992], the element Qi is referred to as the finality of h, and is denoted by f(h). Qi is the finality of h is
equivalent to Inf(h) ⊆ Qi. This observation will be made use of in the proof of Theorem 7.9.
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the branch leading to the node, and such that Last(hn) = q. We will then show that the
existence of an accepting run of weak alternating automaton A on a tree t, is equivalent
to the existence of an f-run of A on t. In particular, this will improve by an exponential
factor the bound on the size of the nondeterministic Bu¨chi automaton simulating a weak
alternating automaton, which will be shown to be 2|M|, instead of the |M |4|M| bound in
[Muller et al. 1992].
Definition 7.8 Forgetful run. LetA be an alternating automaton on k-aryΣ(x,NP , NcF )-
trees, as defined in Definition 7.3, and t a k-ary Σ(x,NP , NcF )-tree. A forgetful run,
f -r(A, t), of A on t is a partial k-ary Σ(2Q, NP , x,K,NcF )-tree defined inductively as
follows. For all directions d ∈ K , and for all nodes u ∈ K∗ of f -r(A, t), u has at
most one outgoing edge labelled with d, and leading to the d-successor ud of u. The la-
bel (Yǫ, Lǫ, Xǫ) of the root belongs to 2{q0} × c(2Lit(NP ))× 2constr(x,K,NcF ) —in other
words, Yǫ = {q0}. If u is a node of f -r(A, t) of level n ≥ 0, with label (Yu, Lu, Xu),
then calculate e =
∧
q∈Yu
δ(q). Write e in dnf as e = ∨ri=1(Li ∧ Xi ∧ Yi), where
the Li’s are conjunctions of literals from Lit(NP ), the Xi’s are conjunctions of con-
straints from constr(x,K,NcF ), and the Yi’s are conjunctions of direction-state pairs from
K × Q. Then there exists i = 1 . . . r such that Lu = {ℓ ∈ Lit(NP ) : ℓ occurs in Li};
Xu = {x ∈ constr(x,K,NcF ) : x occurs in Xi}; for all d ∈ K , such that the set
Y = {q ∈ Q : (d, q) occurs in Yi)} is nonempty, and only for those d, u has a d-successor,
ud, whose label (Yud, Xud, Lud) is such that Yud = Y ; and the label t(u) = (Pu, θu) ∈
2NP ×Θ(NcF ,∆Dx) of the node u of the input tree t verifies the following, where, given a
node v in t, the notation θv consists of the function θv : NcF → ∆Dx which is the second
argument of t(v):
• for all A ∈ NP : if A ∈ Lu then A ∈ Pu; and if ¬A ∈ Lu then A /∈ Pu (the elements
A of NP such that, neither A nor ¬A occur in Lu, may or may not occur in Pu);
• if x binary, for all P (di1 . . . ding1, dj1 . . . djmg2) appearing in Xu, P (θudi1 ...din (g1),
θudj1 ...djm (g2)) holds. In other words, the value of the concrete feature g1 at the
di1 . . . din -successor of u in t, on the one hand, and the value of the concrete feature
g2 at the dj1 . . . djm -successor of u in t, on the other hand, are related by the x relation
P .
• similarly, if x ternary, for all P (di1 . . . ding1, dj1 . . . djmg2, dl1 . . . dlpg3) appearing in
Xu, P (θudi1 ...din (g1), θudj1 ...djm (g2), θudl1 ...dlp (g3)) holds.
A partial k-aryΣ(2Q, NP , x,K,NcF )-tree σ is an f-run ofA if there exists a k-aryΣ(x,NP , NcF )-
tree t such that σ is an f-run of A on t.
A run σ can give rise to one and only one f-run, σ′, which is obtained by replacing, in
the argument Yu ⊂ H<∞ of the label of a node u of σ, of, say, level n, each n-history
hn by Last(hn). We say that the run σ is the generator of the f-run σ′, and denote this by
σ = gen(σ′). The label (Y σu , Lσu, Xσu ) of a node u in σ, and the label (Y σ
′
u , L
σ′
u , X
σ′
u ) of
the same node but in σ′, verify Y σ′u = {Last(h) : h ∈ Y σu }, Lσ
′
u = L
σ
u, and Xσ
′
u = X
σ
u .
Let σ be an f-run. We define a forgetful n-history, n ≥ 1, of σ, or f-n-history of σ
for short, as an n + 1-length word u = {q0}v over the alphabet 2Q —v ∈ (2Q)n; and a
forgetful history, or f-history for short, as an ω-word from {q0}(2Q)ω. The f-0-history of
σ is simply {q0}. The f-0-history {q0} lies along the 0-branch reducing to the root of σ.
An f-n-history Γ0 . . .Γn ∈ (2Q)n+1 lies along an n-branch βn of σ if, for all nodes u of
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βn, of level i, the first argument Yu of the label σ(u) of u verifies Yu = Γi. An f-history h
lies along a branch β of σ if, for all n ≥ 0, the f-n-history consisting of the n + 1-length
prefix of h lies along the n-branch consisting of the first n edges of β. Inf(h) is the set of
subsets of Q infinitely often repeated in h. For all (infinite) branch β of σ, there is one and
only one f-history lying along β, which we refer to as fh(β). A branch β of σ is accepting
if the union of the elements of Inf(fh(β)) is a subset of the union of elements of F ; i.e.,
if
⋃
S∈Inf(fh(β))
S ⊆
⋃
F∈F
F . The f-run σ is accepting iff all its branches are accepting. We
also refer to Inf(fh(β)) as Inf(β).
THEOREM 7.9. Let A be a weak alternating automaton on k-ary Σ(x,NP , NcF )-
trees, and t a k-ary Σ(x,NP , NcF )-tree. There exists an accepting run of A on t iff there
exists an accepting f-run of A on t.
Proof: We show the following. Given an f-run σ of A on t, σ is accepting iff the run
gen(σ) is accepting. The CSP of σ and the CSP of gen(σ) are the same. So we only need
look at the accepting subcondition related to the states infinitely often repeated.
Suppose, to start with, that gen(σ) is accepting. Consider a branch βg in gen(σ), and
the correponding branch β of σ. βg is accepting: the states infinitely often repeated in a
history h lying along βg are elements of a set Qh ∈ F . The union of the subsets of Q
infinitely often repeated in the history fh(β) of σ, is a subset of the union of all such Qh
over the histories lying along βg:
⋃
S∈Inf(fh(β))
S ⊆
⋃
h lies along βg
Qh. According to our
definition of an accepting branch of an f-run, β is clearly accepting, since, for all h lying
along βg , Qh belongs to F . It follows that σ is accepting.
Conversely, suppose that σ is accepting. We need to show that gen(σ) is accepting.
Consider a branch βg of gen(σ), and the corresponding branch β in σ. Let Qf be the union
of the subsets ofQ infinitely often repeated in Inf(fh(β)). β being accepting,Qf is a subset
of the union of all elements of F :
Qf ⊆
⋃
F∈F
F (2)
The key point now is that, the set Qf can also be seen as the union of the Inf(h)’s over the
histories h lying along βg:
Qf =
⋃
h lies along βg
Inf(h) (3)
From (2) and (3), we get:
⋃
h lies along βg
Inf(h) ⊆
⋃
F∈F
F (4)
Suppose now that there exists a history h∗ lying along βg, which is not accepting. In
concrete terms, this would mean that:
∀F ∈ F , Inf(h∗) 6⊆ F (5)
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Given the partial order≥ associated with the partition Q =
n⋃
i=1
Qi of the set of states Q of
A, and the decreasing property of the transition function δ, that, given q ∈ Qi and q′ ∈ Qj ,
if q′ ∈ δ(q) then Qi ≥ Qj , it follows that the set Inf(h) of states infinitely often repeated
in a history h, should be a subset of some element Qi of the partition, i = 1 . . . n. For h∗,
in particular, we should have:
∃i = 1 . . . n, Inf(h∗) ⊆ Qi (6)
The conjunction of (6) and (5) implies that, Inf(h∗) is disjoint from each of the elements
in F :
∀F ∈ F , Inf(h∗) ∩ F = ∅ (7)
(7) clearly contredicts (4). All histories lying along βg are thus accepting, and the run
gen(σ) is accepting.
A Bu¨chi nondeterministic automaton on k-ary Σ(x,NP , NcF )-trees can be thought of
as a special case of a Bu¨chi alternating automaton: as one that sends at most one copy per
direction in a run. In other words, as a Bu¨chi alternating automaton with the property that,
there is one and only one history lying on any branch of any run of the automaton.
Definition 7.10 Bu¨chi nondeterministic automaton on k-ary Σ(x,NP , NcF )-trees. A Bu¨chi
nondeterministic automaton on k-ary Σ(x,NP , NcF )-trees is a tuple
B = (Q,K,Lit(NP ), constr(x,K,NcF ),Σ(x,NP , NcF ), δ, q0, q#,F), where Q is a fi-
nite set of states; K = {d1, . . . , dk} (k ≥ 1) is a set of directions;Lit(NP ), constr(x,K,NcF )
and Σ(x,NP , NcF ) are as in Definition 7.3; q0 ∈ Q is the initial state; q# ∈ Q is a state
indicating that no copy has to be sent in the corresponding direction; F defines the ac-
ceptance condition; and δ : Q → P(2Lit(NP ) × 2constr(x,K,NcF ) × (Q ∪ {q#})k) is the
transition function.
Definition 7.11 Run of a Bu¨chi automaton. Let B be a Bu¨chi nondeterministic automa-
ton on k-aryΣ(x,NP , NcF )-trees, as defined in Definition 7.10, and t a k-aryΣ(x,NP , NcF )-
tree. A run, r(B, t), of B on t is a partial k-ary Σ(Q,NP , x,K,NcF )-tree7 defined induc-
tively as follows. For all directions d ∈ K , and for all nodes u ∈ K∗ of r(B, t), u
has at most one outgoing edge labelled with d, and leading to the d-successor ud of u.
The label (Yǫ, Lǫ, Xǫ) of the root belongs to {q0} × c(2Lit(NP ))× 2constr(x,K,NcF ) —in
other words, Yǫ = q0. If u is a node of r(B, t) of level n ≥ 0, with label (Yu, Lu, Xu),
then let e = δ(Yu) ⊆ 2Lit(NP ) × 2constr(x,K,NcF ) × (Q ∪ {q#})k. Then there exists
(L,X, (qi1 , . . . , qik)) ∈ δ(Yu) such that Lu = L; Xu = X ; for all j = 1 . . . k, such that
qij 6= q#, and only for those j, u has a dj-successor, udj , whose label (Yudj , Xudj , Ludj )
is such that Yudj = qij ; and the label t(u) = (Pu, θu) ∈ 2NP × Θ(NcF ,∆Dx) of the
node u of the input tree t verifies the following, where, given a node v in t, the notation θv
consists of the function θv : NcF → ∆Dx which is the second argument of t(v):
• for all A ∈ NP : if A ∈ Lu then A ∈ Pu; and if ¬A ∈ Lu then A /∈ Pu (the elements
A of NP such that, neither A nor ¬A occur in Lu, may or may not occur in Pu);
• if x binary, for all P (di1 . . . ding1, dj1 . . . djmg2) appearing in Xu, P (θudi1 ...din (g1),
θudj1 ...djm (g2)) holds. In other words, the value of the concrete feature g1 at the
7Σ(Q,NP , x,K,NcF ) = Q× c(2
Lit(NP ))× 2constr(x,K,NcF ).
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di1 . . . din -successor of u in t, on the one hand, and the value of the concrete feature
g2 at the dj1 . . . djm -successor of u in t, on the other hand, are related by the x relation
P .
• similarly, if x ternary, for all P (di1 . . . ding1, dj1 . . . djmg2, dl1 . . . dlpg3) appearing in
Xu, P (θudi1 ...din (g1), θudj1 ...djm (g2), θudl1 ...dlp (g3)) holds.
A partial k-aryΣ(Q,NP , x,K,NcF )-tree σ is a run ofB if there exists a k-aryΣ(x,NP , NcF )-
tree t such that σ is a run of B on t.
An n-branch and a branch of a run of a Bu¨chi nondeterministic automaton are defined as in
the alternating case. Given an n-branch β, one and only one n-history lies along β, which
is h = q0di1qi1 . . . dinqin ∈ {q0}(KQ)n, such that, the node given by K-proj(h) is the
terminal node of the n-branch, and qij , j = 1 . . . n, is the first argument of the label of the
j-th node of the n-branch. An (infinite) history h = q0di1qi1 . . . dinqin . . . ∈ {q0}(KQ)ω
lies along a branch β if, for every n ≥ 1, the prefix of h consisting of the n-history
q0di1qi1 . . . dinqin lies along the n-branch βn consisting of the first n edges of β. A history
h is accepting if Inf(h) ∩ F 6= ∅. A branch is accepting if the history lying along it is
accepting. A run is accepting if all its branches are accepting. The following corollary is a
direct consequence of Theorem 7.9.
COROLLARY 7.12. Let A be a weak alternating automaton on k-ary Σ(x,NP , NcF )-
trees, and Q the set of states of A. There exists a Bu¨chi nondeterministic automaton simu-
lating A, with a number of states bounded by 2|Q|, |Q| being the size (number of states) of
A.
Proof: Let A = (L(Lit(NP ) ∪ constr(x,K,NcF ) ∪ K × Q),Σ(x,NP , NcF ), δ, q0,F)
be an alternating automaton on k-ary Σ(x,NP , NcF )-trees, as defined in Definition 7.3,
and suppose thatA is weak (Definition 7.4). From the proof of Theorem 7.9, the following
Bu¨chi nondeterministic automaton,B = (2Q,K,Lit(NP ), constr(x,K,NcF ),Σ(x,NP , NcF ),
δB, {q0}, {q#},FB), simulatesA. In particular, the set of states of B is the set of subsets of
Q, and the initial state of B is the singleton subset {q0} of Q. The only parameters that are
not obvious are the transition function δB and the set FB providing the acceptance condi-
tion. For all Q1 ∈ 2Q, δB(Q1) is obtained as follows. An element (L,X, (Qi1 , . . . , Qik))
of 2Lit(NP ) × 2constr(x,K,NcF ) × (2Q ∪ {{q#}})k belongs to δB(Q1) iff there exists an
f-run σ ofA, and a node u of σ, so that, the label (Yu, Xu, Lu) satisfies Yu = Q1, Xu = X
and Lu = L, and for all j = 1 . . . k, such that Qij 6= {q#}, and only for those j, u has a
dj-successor, udj , whose label (Yudj , Xudj , Ludj ) is such that Yudj = Qij . The set FB is
FB =
⋃
F∈F
F . The condition for a history h to be accepting is not Inf(h) ∩ FB 6= ∅, rather
⋃
Q1∈Inf(h)
Q1 ⊆ FB (the explanation lies in the proof of Theorem 7.9).
Let σ be an f-run. Given a branch β of σ, Inf(β) denotes, as we have seen, the set
of subsets of Q infinitely often repeated in β: in other words, the set of Q1 ∈ 2Q such
that, there exist infinitely many nodes u of β so that, the label σ(u) = (Yu, Xu, Lu) of u
verifies Yu = Q1. By Inf(σ), we denote the union of all Inf(β) along the branches β of
σ: Inf(σ) =
⋃
β branch of σ
Inf(β). The following corollary is also a direct consequence of
Theorem 7.9.
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COROLLARY 7.13. Let A be a weak alternating automaton on k-ary Σ(x,NP , NcF )-
trees, and t a k-ary Σ(x,NP , NcF )-tree. An f-run σ of A on t is accepting iff the union
of the elements of Inf(σ) is a subset of the union of the elements in F ; in other words, iff⋃
Q1∈Inf(σ)
Q1 ⊆
⋃
F∈F
F .
Proof: Let σ be an f-run as described in the theorem. Suppose, to start with, that σ is
accepting. As a consequence, for all branches β of σ, we have
⋃
Q1∈Inf(β)
Q1 ⊆
⋃
F∈F
F .
This straightforwardly leads to
⋃
Q1∈Inf(σ)
Q1 ⊆
⋃
F∈F
F . To show the other direction of
the corollary, suppose that
⋃
Q1∈Inf(σ)
Q1 ⊆
⋃
F∈F
F . As an immediate consequence, for all
branches β of σ, we have
⋃
Q1∈Inf(β)
Q1 ⊆
⋃
F∈F
F , which clearly means that the f-run σ is
accepting.
Deciding whether a standard Bu¨chi nondeterministic automaton on k-ary Σ-trees (see,
for instance, [Rabin 1969; 1970]) accepts a nonempty language is trivial. The intuitive idea
is to build a partial run, whose size is linear in the number of states, and with the property
that no state appears more than once in the label of an internal node, though it may appear
more than once at the level of leaves. The kind of Bu¨chi automata we are dealing with
is more complicated, due mainly to the use of feature chains to relate values of different
concrete features at different nodes of the run, which gives rise to what we have named
“CSP of a run”, which is potentially infinite. The rest of the section will show how to
extend the method, so that it can handle the emptiness problem of this new kind of Bu¨chi
automata. Thanks to Theorem 7.9 and Corollary 7.12, we transform the problem into how
to check whether an f-run of a weak alternating automaton is accepting. The method is
constructive and can easily be used to derive effective tableaux methods for the problem of
deciding satisfiability of an MT ALC(Dx) concept w.r.t. an MT ALC(Dx) weakly cyclic
TBox. Some additional vocabulary is needed.
Definition 7.14 prefix and lexicographic order. Let Σ = {a1, . . . , an} be an ordered
alphabet, with a1 < a2 < · · · < an, and u, v ∈ Σ∗. The relations “u is prefix of v”,
denoted by pfx(u, v), and “u is lexicographically smaller than v”, denoted by u≤ℓv, are
defined in the following obvious manner:
(1) pfx(u, v) iff v = uw, for some w ∈ Σ∗
(2) u≤ℓv iff, either pfx(u, v); or u = w1aw2 and v = w1bw3, for some w1, w2, w3 ∈ Σ∗
and a, b ∈ Σ, with a < b.
We will also need the derived relations “u is a strict prefix of v”, “u is lexicographically
strictly smaller than v”, and “u and v are incomparable”, which we denote, respectively,
by s-pfx(u, v), u<ℓv and incp(u, v):
(1) s-pfx(u, v) iff pfx(u, v) and u 6= v
(2) u<ℓv iff u≤ℓv and u 6= v
(3) incp(u, v) iff ¬pfx(u, v) and ¬pfx(v, u)
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(1) Input: an accepting f-run σ of a weak alternating automaton A.
(2) Output: a finite representation, t, of a regular f-run generated from σ.
(3) Initialise t to σ: t← σ;
(4) Initially, no node of t is marked;
(5) repeat while possible{
(6) Let u be the smallest node of t such that there exists a non marked node v, so that <ℓ(u, v) and Yu = Yv
and back(σ, u) = back(σ, v);
(7) choose v as small as possible, w.r.t. to the lexicographic order ≤ℓ;
(8) if ¬pfx(u, v){
(9) t← c(v, t);
(10) back-node(v)← u;
(11) mark v;
(12) }
(13) else % pfx(u, v) %
(14) if nodes w between u and v (i.e., so that ≤ℓ(u, w) ∧ ≤ℓ(w, v)) all verify Yw ⊆
⋃
F∈F
F then{
(15) t← c(v, t);
(16) back-node(v)← u;
(17) mark v;
(18) }
(19) else{
(20) t′ ← t/v;
(21) t← t(u← t′);
(22) }
(23) } % end repeat %
Fig. 9. The order d1 < . . . < dk is assumed on the directions in K .
Definition 7.15 subtree. Let K = {d1, . . . , dk} be a set of k directions, t a partial k-
ary Σ-tree, and u ∈ K∗ a node of t. The subtree of t at u, denoted t/u, is the partial k-ary
Σ-tree t′, whose nodes are of the form v, so that uv is a node of t, and, for all such nodes,
t′(v) = t(uv) —i.e., the label of v in t′, is the same as the one of uv in t.
Definition 7.16 substitution. Let K = {d1, . . . , dk} be a set of k directions, t and t′
two partial k-ary Σ-trees, and u ∈ K∗ a node of t. The substitution of t′ to the subtree
of t at u, or u-substitution of t′ in t, denoted t(u ← t′), is the partial k-ary Σ-tree t′′
such that, the nodes are of the form v, with v node of t of which u is not a prefix, or
of the form uv, with v a node of t′. The label t′′(v) of v in t′′ is defined as follows:
t′′(v) =
{
t′(w) if v = uw, for some node w of t′,
t(v) otherwise
Definition 7.17 cut. Let K = {d1, . . . , dk} be a set of k directions, t a partial k-ary
Σ-tree, and u ∈ K∗ a node of t. The cut in t of the subtree at u, or u-cut in t, denoted
c(u, t), is the partial k-ary Σ-tree t′ whose nodes are those nodes v of t of which u is not a
strict prefix —i.e., such that ¬s-pfx(u, v). The label t′(v) of any node v in t′ is the same as
t(v), the label of the same node in t.
The last step of our walk towards decidability of the satisfiability of an MT ALC(Dx)
concept w.r.t. an MT ALC(Dx) weakly cyclic TBox, is to show how to handle the CSP
of an f-run, which is potentially infinite. For the purpose, we need another kind of f-run,
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regular f-run, which is based on a function back: given an f-run σ and a node u of σ,
back(σ, u) consists, intuitively, of those constraints that are still unfulfilled at u, and which
were solicited at nodes v that are prefixes of u. Formally, the function is defined as follows
for the case of x being binary: back(σ, u) = backl(σ, u) ∪ backr(σ, u), with
backl(σ, u) = {(n, P (di1 . . . dinv1g1, v2g2)) : (∃u1 ∈ K∗)(u = u1di1 . . . din ∧
P (di1 . . . dinv1g1, v2g2) ∈ Xu1)}
backr(σ, u) = {(n, P (v1g1, di1 . . . dinv2g2)) : (∃u1 ∈ K∗)(u = u1di1 . . . din ∧
P (v1g1, di1 . . . dinv2g2) ∈ Xu1)}
Definition 7.18 regular f-run. LetA be a weak alternating automaton on k-aryΣ(x,NP , NcF )-
trees, as defined in Definition 7.3, and σ an f-run of A. σ is regular if, for all nodes u and
v of σ verifying back(σ, u) = back(σ, v), and whose labels σ(u) = (Yu, Lu, Xu) and
σ(v) = (Yv, Lv, Xv) verify Yu = Yv , the following holds:
(1) Lu = Lv;
(2) Xu = Xv;
(3) for all d ∈ K , u has a d-successor iff v has a d-successor; and
(4) for all d ∈ K such that, each of u and d has a d-successor, it is the case that Yud = Yvd.
THEOREM 7.19. Let A be a weak alternating automaton on k-ary Σ(x,NP , NcF )-
trees, and t a k-ary Σ(x,NP , NcF )-tree. There exists an accepting f-run ofA on t iff there
exists an accepting regular f-run of A on t.
Proof: A regular f-run is a particular f-run, which means that the existence of an accepting
regular f-run implies the existence of an accepting f-run. To show the other direction of the
equivalence, suppose the existence of an accepting f-run, say σ. From σ, we first build a
finite partial k-ary Σ(2H<∞ , NP , x,K,NcF )-tree, t. We then show how to use t to get an
accepting regular f-run of A. The tree t is built by the procedure of Figure 9. The details
of the procedure are as follows:
• u and v are chosen so that <ℓ(u, v) and Yu = Yv and back(σ, u) = back(σ, v) (line
(6))
• if u is not prefix of v: given that back(σ, u) = back(σ, v), we can substitute the subtree
of t at u to the subtree of t at v, and get a run with all branches accepting, and with a
global CSP consistent. The procedure, however, does not do the substitution. Instead,
it cuts the subtree at v, and marks u as the successor of v, information which will be
used in the building of the accepting regular run (lines (9)-(10)-(11))
• if u is a (strict) prefix of v then there are two possibilities:
# if all nodes w between u and v are so that Yw ⊆
⋃
F∈F
F (line (14)) then cutting
t at v, and then repeating the subtree at u of the resulting tree, will lead to an
accepting f-run, again thanks to back(σ, u) = back(σ, v). What the procedure
does in this case: it cuts the subtree at v, and sets v as a repetition of internal node
u (lines (15)-(16)-(17))
# the other possibility corresponds to the case when the segment [u, v] does contain
nodesw which do not have the property Yw ⊆
⋃
F∈F
F . The procedure shortens the
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distance to segments [u, v] with all nodes w verifying the property Yw ⊆
⋃
F∈F
F
(lines (20)-(21)).
The output tree t of the procedure of Figure 9 is so that, each marked node, v, is a leaf
and is so that, there is one and only one internal node, u, of t such that Yu = Yv and
back(σ, u) = back(σ, v). For each such node v, we refer to the corresponding internal
node u as iv, and to the subtree of t at u as t/iv. From t, we now build an accepting regular
f-run, σ, which, intuitively, consists of “pasting” infinitely many times such subtrees at the
matching leaves.
(1) Step 0: σ0 ← t
(2) Step 1:
(3) initialise σ1 to σ0: σ1 ← σ0
(4) repeat while possible{
(5) consider a marked node v1 of t
(6) if σ0 and σ1 have a (same) leaf node v2 which is marked and so that Yv2 = Yv1{
(7) σ1 ← σ1(v2 ← t/iv1)
(8) if a leaf iv1v3 of t is marked then mark the corresponding leaf v2v3 of σ1
(9) }
(10) }
(11) Step n (n ≥ 2):
(12) initialise σn to σn−1: σn ← σn−1
(13) repeat while possible{
(14) consider a marked node v1 of t
(15) if σn−1 and σn have a (same) leaf node v2 which is marked and so that Yv2 =
Yv1{
(16) σn ← σn(v2 ← t/iv1)
(17) if a leaf iv1v3 of t is marked then mark the corresponding leaf v2v3 of σn
(18) }
(19) }
The accepting regular f-run σ we are looking for now, is nothing else than the partial k-ary
Σ-tree σn when n tends to +∞. By construction, σ is an f-run of A. Given that, in t,
each marked node v verifying ≤ℓ(iv, v) is so that, the union of all Yw, over the nodes w
between iv and v, is a subset of
⋃
F∈F
F , all branches of σ are accepting. And, finally, given
that, in t, each marked node v verifies back(t, v) = back(t, iv), the CSP of σ, CSP(σ), is
consistent.
The following corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 7.19.
COROLLARY 7.20. There exists a nondeterministic exponential-time algorithm decid-
ing whether anMT ALC(Dx) concept is satisfiable w.r.t. anMT ALC(Dx) weakly cyclic
TBox.
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Proof: The number of nodes of the output tree t of the procedure of Figure 9, that are
not marked8, is bounded by 2|Q| × ℓfc × 2nc , where Q is the set of states of A, and ℓfc
and nc are, respectively, the length of the longest K∗NcF -chain and the number of con-
straints from constr(x,K,NcF ) appearing in the transition function σ of A. We can thus
in nondeterministic exponential-time build such a tree, if it exists, or report its inexistence,
otherwise.
7.2 Associating a weak alternating automaton with the satisfiability of a concept
w.r.t. a weakly cyclic TBox
We are now ready to describe how to effectively associate with the satisfiability, w.r.t. an
MT ALC(Dx)weakly cyclic TBox T , of anMT ALC(Dx) conceptC, a weak alternating
automaton AC,T , so that the set of models of C w.r.t. T coincides with the language
accepted by AC,T —in particular, C is insatisfiable w.r.t. T iff the language accepted by
AC,T is empty.
Definition 7.21. Let x ∈ {RCC8, CDA, CYCt}, C an MT ALC(Dx) concept, T an
MT ALC(Dx) weakly cyclic TBox, T ⊕ C the TBox T augmented with C, and Bi
the initial defined concept of T ⊕ C. With the satisfiability of C w.r.t. T , we asso-
ciate the weak alternating automaton AC,T = (L(Lit(NP ) ∪ constr(x,K,NcF ) ∪ K ×
Q),Σ(x,NP , NcF ), δ, q0,F) on k-aryΣ(x,NP , NcF )-trees such thatC is satisfiable w.r.t.
T iff the language L(AC,T ) accepted by AC,T is nonempty. The parameters of the au-
tomaton are as follows:
(1) NP = pConcepts(C, T ), NcF = cFeatures(C, T ), Q = dConcepts(C, T ), q0 = Bi
(2) K is the set of concepts appearing as arguments in the branching tuple of C w.r.t. T :
K = {d1, . . . , dn : (d1, . . . , dn) = bt(C, T )} (Definition 6.8)
(3) δ(B) is obtained from the axiom B .= E in (T ⊕ C)∗ defining B, as follows. E is of
the form {S1, . . . , Sn}, with S = Sprop ∪ Scsp ∪ S∃, for all S ∈ {S1, . . . , Sn}. We
transform S∃ into S′∃ = {(∃R.D,D) : ∃R.D ∈ S∃ ∩ reConcepts(C, T )} ∪ {(f,D) :
∃f.D ∈ S∃ ∩ feConcepts(C, T )}. We transform Scsp into S′csp = {P (u1, u2) :
u1, u2 ∈ K∗NcF and ∃(u1)(u2).P ∈ Scsp}, if x binary, and into S′csp = {P (u1, u2, u3) :
u1, u2, u3 ∈ K
∗NcF and ∃(u1)(u2)(u3).P ∈ Scsp}, if x ternary. We get S′ =
Sprop ∪ S′csp ∪ S
′
∃. Finally, δ(B) =
∨
S∈E
∧
X∈S′
X .
(4) The remaining part is to determine the right partition of Q; the right partial order
≥ on the elements of the partition; and those elements of the partition that are ac-
cepting, i.e., constituting the set F (see Definition 7.4). Without loss of generality,
we assume that the axioms of T are given in the form B .= {S1, . . . , Sn}, with
S = Sprop ∪ Scsp ∪ S∃ ∪ S∀, for all S ∈ {S1, . . . , Sn}. In other words, we sup-
pose that in T ⊕ C, each of the axioms, B .= E, has gone through the process of
computing the first DNF, dnf1, of the right-hand side, E. Going from dnf1 to dnf2
involves transforming S = Sprop ∪ Scsp ∪ S∃ ∪ S∀ into Sf = Sprop ∪ Scsp ∪ Sf∃ ,
with each ∃R.C in Sf∃ verifying C = C1 ⊓ . . . ⊓ Cm1 ⊓ Cm1+1 ⊓ . . . ⊓ Cm2 , such
that {∃R.C1, . . . , ∃R.Cm1 , ∀R.Cm1+1, . . . , ∀R.Cm2} ⊆ S∃ ∪ S∀ (m1 ≥ 1, if R is
functional, and m1 = 1, otherwise). This decreasing property implies that no defined
8The others are leaf nodes, and are repetitions of unmarked, internal nodes.
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Input: the closure (T ⊕ C)∗ of a TBox T augmented with a concept C, T ⊕ C
Output: partition of the set of defined concepts in (T ⊕ C)∗
Initially, no defined concept of (T ⊕ C)∗ is marked;
k = 1;
while((T ⊕ C)∗ contains defined concepts that are not marked){
consider a non marked defined concept B1 from (T ⊕ C)∗;
mark B1;
USES B1 ←
⋃
B2 “uses” B1
{B2};
if B1 ∈ USES B1{
PARTITION[k]← USES B1;
mark all defined concepts of (T ⊕ C)∗ occurring in USES B1;
}
else PARTITION[k]← {B1};
k ← k + 1;
}
Fig. 10. Partition of the set of defined concepts in the closure (T ⊕ C)∗ of a TBox T augmented with a concept
C, T ⊕ C.
concept in (T ⊕C)∗, other than the ones in T ⊕C, “directly uses” itself. However, if
in T ⊕C, a defined conceptB “uses” (specifically, “directly uses”) itself, it might give
birth in (T ⊕C)∗ to a new defined concept which (directly) “uses” B, leading thus to
a cycle of length strictly greater than one —all defined concepts of such a cycle will
constitute one element of the partition. The right partition is computed by the proce-
dure of Figure 10. The right partial order,≥, is as follows: given two elements Qi and
Qj of the partition,Qi ≥ Qj if there exist B1 ∈ Qi and B2 ∈ Qj , such that B1 “uses”
B2 in (T⊕C)∗. The set F of accepting subsets ofQ is the set of all elementsQi of the
partition, such thatQi contains no state consisting of an eventuality defined concept of
(T ⊕C)∗ —in other words, all states in such a Qi are noneventuality defined concepts
of (T ⊕ C)∗.
8. DISCUSSION 1
Theorem 7.19 and Corollary 7.20 provide a tableaux-like procedure for the satisfiability
of an MT ALC(Dx) concept w.r.t. an MT ALC(Dx) weakly cyclic TBox. To understand
how such a procedure will work in practice, suppose that theRCC8-like spatial constraints
at the different nodes of the output tree t of the procedure of Figure 9, are not processed
while the tree is being built. In other words, we suppose that we first build the tree, and
then process the (global) CSP of the tree, which is given by the sets Scsp, over the sets S
labelling the nodes of t. The building of t is clear from Theorem 7.19 and Corollary 7.20,
which, among other things, offer a bound on the size of t, as well as what is referred to
in standard tableaux-like algorithms as a blocking condition. If such a tree is successfully
built, according to Theorem 7.19, it can be extended to a full f-run which satisfies the
accepting subcondition related to the states infinitely often repeated in the branches. We
now need to check the other accepting subcondition, which is the consistency of the CSP
of t, whose definition can be derived from that of the (global) CSP of a run, as follows:
(1) For all nodes of t that are not marked, and for all directions d ∈ K such that u has a
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d-successor v in t, the non marked d-successor of u in t is v, if v is not a marked node,
and iv, otherwise. If u has a di1 . . . din -successor in t, n ≥ 2, then the non marked
di1 . . . din -successor of u in t is the non marked di2 . . . din -successor of v in t, where
v is the non marked di1 -successor of u in t.
(2) for all nodes v of t, of label t(v) = (Yv, Lv, Xv) ∈ 2H<∞×c(2Lit(NP ))×2constr(x,K,NcF ),
the argumentXv gives rise to the CSP of t at v, CSPv(t), whose set of variables, Vv(t),
and set of constraints, Cv(t), are defined as follows:
(a) Initially, Vv(t) = ∅ and Cv(t) = ∅
(b) for all K∗NcF -chains di1 . . . ding appearing in Xv, create, and add to Vv(t), a
variable 〈w, g〉, where w is the non marked di1 . . . din -successor of v in t
(c) if x binary, for all P (di1 . . . ding1, dj1 . . . djmg2) in Xv, add the constraint
P (〈w1, g1〉, 〈w2, g2〉) to Cv(t), where w1 is the non marked di1 . . . din -successor
of v in t, and w2 the non marked dj1 . . . djm -successor of v in t
(d) similarly, if x ternary, for all P (di1 . . . ding1, dj1 . . . djmg2, dl1 . . . dlpg3) in Xv,
add the constraint P (〈w1, g1〉, 〈w2, g2〉, 〈w3, g3〉) to Cv(t), where w1, w2 and w3
are, respectively, the non marked di1 . . . din -successor, the non marked dj1 . . . djm -
successor, and the non marked dl1 . . . dlp -successor of v in t
(3) the CSP of t, CSP(t), is the CSP whose set of variables, V(t), and set of constraints,
C(t), are defined as V(t) =
⋃
v node of t
Vv(t) and C(t) =
⋃
v node of t
Cv(t).
Contrary to the CSP of a run, which is potentially infinite, the CSP of t is finite, and can
thus be checked for consistency using existing algorithms, as explained in Subsection 3.3.
In particular, if the constraints, of the form P (u1, u2), if x binary, or P (u1, u2, u3), if x
ternary, appearing in the sets Xv, where v is a node of t, are x atomic relations, then the
CSP of t can be solved in deterministic polynomial time in the number of its variables.
In general, however, one has to use a search algorithm, which needs nondeterministic
polynomial time in the number of variables (again, the reader is referred to Subsection
3.3, and to the pointers to the appropriate litterature).
The described tableaux-like procedure can be made much more efficient by pruning the
search space with constraint propagation during the construction of t, as sketched at the end
of Subsection 1.2. The basic idea is that, we do not wait until the completion of the con-
struction of t, to process the CSP. Instead, whenever new constraints arise, resulting from
the adding of a new node to the tree being built, we propagate them to the constraints al-
ready existing. In particular, this will potentially detect more dead-ends, and consequently
shorten the search space. The reader is referred to Subsection 1.2 for details.
9. DISCUSSION 2: CONTINUOUS SPATIAL CHANGE
I open the section with my answer to the question of whether AI should reconsider, or
revise its challenges:
“AI to the servive of the Earth as the Humanity’s global, continuous environment: the role of continuous (spatial) change
in building a lasting global, locally plausible democracy:
(Cognitive) AI, which is guided by cognitively plausible assumptions on the physical world, such as, e.g., “the continuity of
(spatial) change”, will start touching at its actual success, the day it will have begun to serve, in return, as a source of inspiration
for lasting solutions to challenges such as, a World’s globalisation respectful of local, regional believes and traditions. One of the
most urgent steps, I believe, is the implementation, in the Humanity’s global mind, of the idea of “continuous change”, before
any attempt of discontinuous globalisation of our continuous Earth reaches a point of non return.”
A(mar)I(sli) 2003.
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9.1 The abstract objects as time intervals and the roles as the meets relation
Instead of interpreting the nodes of the k-ary structures as time points, and the roles as
discrete-time immediate-successor relations, we can interpret the former as time intervals,
the latter as the meets relation of Allen’s time interval Relation Algebra (RA) [Allen 1983].
In particular, the satisfiability of a concept w.r.t. a weakly cyclic TBox will remain decid-
able. We get then a new family of languages for (continuous) spatial change. This new
spatio-temporalisation of ALC(D) can be summarised as follows:
(1) Temporalisation of the roles, so that they consist of n + l Allen’s meets relations
m1, . . . ,mn,mn+1, . . . ,mn+l, of which the mi’s, with i ≤ n, are general, not neces-
sarily functional relations, and the mi’s, with i ≥ n+ 1, functional relations.
(2) Spatialisation of the concrete domainD, in a similar way as we did for the first family:
the concrete domain is is generated by a spatial RA such as the Region-Connection
Calculus RCC8 [Randell et al. 1992].
In Examples 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, instead of interpreting the roles (including the abstract
features) as discrete-time accessibility relations, we can, and do in the rest of the section,
interpret them as durative-time meets relations [Allen 1983]. In Example 4.2, for instance,
the abstract features f1 and f2 can be so interpreted. The motion of the corresponding
spatial scene (Figure 4), when it reaches, for instance, Submotion B, remains in that con-
figuration for a (durative) while, before reaching, without discontinuing, Submotion C in
which it remains another while: in this respect, Submotion B “meets” Submotion C, which
is indicated with the abstract feature f1.
9.2 The properties of durativeness, continuity and density of (spatial) change
The discussion is aimed at clarifying cognitively plausible assumptions on spatial change
in the physical world: durativeness, continuity and density. In the particular case of motion
of a spatial scene, for instance, this intuitively means that, on the one hand, once the scene
has reached a certain configuration, it remains in that configuration for a (durative) while,
before eventually reaching a distinct configuration; and, on the other hand, the transition
from a configuration c to the very first future configuration c’ distinct from c, respects some
continuity condition, so that c’ is a neighbour of c, in a sense to be explained shortly. The
transition also fulfils a density criterion, in the sense that, there is no temporal gap in the
spatial scene, between the end of configuration c and the beginning of configuration c’.
The discussion is related to continuity as discussed in [Galton 1997].
The theory of conceptual neighbourhoods is well-known in qualitative spatial and tem-
poral reasoning (QSTR) —see, for instance, [Freksa 1992a]. QSTR constraint-based lan-
guages consist mainly of RAs. In the spatial case, for instance, the atoms of such an RA, in
finite number, are built by defining an appropriate partition of the spatial domain at hand,
on which the RA is supposed to represent knowledge, as constraints on n-tuples of objects,
where n is the arity of the relations. We say appropriate partition, in the sense that the
partition has to fulfil some requirements, such as cognitive adequacy criteria, so that the
obtained RA reflects, for instance, the common-sense reasoning, or the reasoning required
by the task the RA is meant to be used for, as much as possible. The regions of the par-
tition are generally continuous, and each groups together elements of the universe which
do not need to be distinguished, because, for instance, the task at hand does not need, or
Humans do not make, such a distinction. Given two atoms r1 and r2 of such an RA, r2 is
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said to be a conceptual neighbour of r1, if the union of the corresponding regions in the
partition is continuous, so that one can move from one to the other without traversing a
third region of the partition. The conceptual neighbourhood of r1 is nothing else than the
set of all its conceptual neighbours, including r1 itself. The conceptual neighbourhood of
a general relation, which is a set of atoms, is the union of the conceptual neighbourhoods
of its atoms. The meets relation in Allen’s RA [Allen 1983], for instance, has two concep-
tual neighbours other than itself, which are before (<) and overlaps (o); theRCC8 relation
TPP has PO, EQ and NTPP as conceptual neighbours. The conceptual neighbourhoods
of the atoms, e, l, o and r, of the CYCb binary RA of 2-dimensional orientations in [Isli
and Cohn 2000] are, respectively, {e, l, r}, {e, l, o}, {l, o, r} and {e, o, r}. Concerning the
ternary RA CYCt in [Isli and Cohn 2000], an atom b′1b′2b′3 is a conceptual neighbour of an
atom b1b2b3, where the bi’s and the b′i’s are CYCb atoms, if and only if the CYCb atoms
bi and b′i, i = 1 . . . 3, are conceptual neighbourhoods of each other. In Example 4.2, for
instance, it is the case that the relation on any pair of the involved objects (the objects o1,
o2 and o3 in Subscene 1; and the objects q1, q2 and q3 in Subscene 2), when moving from
the current atomic submotion to the next, either remains the same, or changes to a relation
that is a conceptual neighbour. The transition from Submotion A to Submotion B involves
only the change of theRCC8 relation on the pair (o2,o3) from TPP to its conceptual neigh-
bour NTPP; one might then argue that, because the distinction between the TPP and NTPP
relations involves only a 0- or 1-dimensional region, it might happen that the transition
from the TPP configuration to the NTPP configuration of the pair (o2,o3) is not durative.
Nevertheless, even in such extreme situations, the time required for the scene’s motion to
achieve the transition is considered as an interval.
Without loss of generality, we restrict the remainder of the discussion to one member of
ourMT ALC(Dx) family of theories for continuous spatial change, which isMT ALC(DRCC8),
whose concrete domain is generated byRCC8. We denote byM a motion of a spatial scene
S composed on n objects, O1, . . . , On.9 For all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, i < j, we denote by
Sij the subscene of S composed of objects Oi and Oj ; by Mij the restriction of motion
M to subscene Sij ; by M1ij , . . . ,M
nij
ij the nij ≥ 1 atomic submotions of Mij ; by Ikij ,
k ∈ {1, . . . , nij}, the interval during which atomic submotion Mkij takes place; and by
rkij , k ∈ {1, . . . , nij}, the RCC8 relation of the pair (Oi, Oj) during Submotion Mkij of
Subscene Sij . Submotions Mkij and Mk+1ij , k ∈ {1, . . . , nij − 1}, of Mij are such that
Mk+1ij immediately follows Mkij ; in other words, the intervals during which they hold are
related by the meets relation: m(Ikij , Ik+1ij ).
Definition 9.1 maximal atomic submotion. The atomic submotionMkij , k ∈ {1, . . . , nij},
of subscene Sij is said to be maximal ifMij has no atomic submotion that stricly subsumes
Mkij .
Definition 9.2 continuous motion of a 2-object subscene. The motion of Subscene Sij
is said to be continuous if it can be decomposed into nij maximal atomic submotions
M1ij , . . . ,M
nij
ij such that r
k+1
ij is a conceptual neighbourhood of rkij , for all k = 1, . . . , nij−
1.
Definition 9.3 continuous motion of scene S . The motion of Scene S is said to be con-
tinuous if its restriction to any of its 2-object subscenes is continuous.
9The objects O1, . . . , On are regions of a topological space.
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9.3 Qualitative probabilistic decision making
The previous discussion clearly suggests that one can design a qualitative probablistic de-
cision maker which, given a physical system such as, for instance, the one in Example 4.2,
would decide which Submotion the system should enter next. The continuity assumption
implies that the submotion to enter next should fulfil the conceptual neighbourhood con-
dition. If we assume a uniform probability distribution, then we can easily give the con-
ditional probabilities governing the motion restricted to any pair (o1,o2) of the involved
objects. For the purpose, we denote by p(r′(o1, o2)|r(o1, o2)) the probability for the rela-
tion on the pair (o1,02), to be r′ at the next submotion of the scene, given that it is currently
r. If n is the number of conceptual neighbours of r, then clearly:
p(r′(o1, o2)|r(o1, o2)) =
{
1
n
, if r′ is a conceptual neighbour of r
0, otherwise
10. DISCUSSION 3
As explained in Section 8, the construction of the tree t, ouput of the procedure of Figure
9, can be done in such a way that, the solving of the CSP of t is entirely left until the
end of the construction of the tree itself —a two-step construction, with no constraint
propagation during the first step. The CSP of t is a finite conjunction of constraints of the
formP (x1, . . . , xn), P being a predicate of the concrete domain, and x1, . . . , xn variables.
Consistency of the CSP is decidable thanks to the admissibility of the concrete domain.
We restricted the work to admissible concrete domains generated byRCC8-like qualitative
spatial languages [Randell et al. 1992; Egenhofer 1991], for we wanted such languages
to be combined with modal temporal logics in a way leading to flexible domain-specific
languages for spatial change in general, and for motion of spatial scenes in particular.
The reader should easily see that our decidability results (Theorem 7.19 and Corollary
7.20) extend to any admissible concrete domain, in the sense of “concrete domain” and
“admissibility” which we have been using [Baader and Hanschke 1991] (Definition 3.1
and 3.2).
11. DISCUSSION 4: ADDING “ATEMPORAL” ROLES TO MT ALC(DX)
Another important point to mention is that, the roles of MT ALC(Dx) are temporal. The
dnf2 of a concept C is of the form dnf2(C) = Sprop ∪ Scsp ∪ S∃, where, in particular,
Sprop is a set of primitive concepts and negated primitive concepts (literals), representing
a conjunction of propositional knowledge. It is known that ALC(D) with an admissible
concrete domain and an acyclic TBox is decidable [Baader and Hanschke 1991]; i.e., if the
concrete domainD is admissible then, satisfiability of anALC(D) concept w.r.t. an acyclic
TBox is decidable. If we denote by ALCF the DL ALC [Schmidt-Schauss and Smolka
1991] augmented with abstract features, then clearlyALCF is a sublanguage ofALC(D),
and thus satisfiability of an ALCF concept with respect to an ALCF acyclic TBox is de-
cidable. ALCF is particularly important for the representation of structured data, such
as data in XML documents (see, e.g., [Buneman et al. 2001; Fan et al. 2002]), thanks,
among other things, to its abstract features, which allow it to access specific paths. We
can add “atemporal” roles to MT ALC(Dx), so thatALCF gets subsumed, again without
compromising our decidability results. Such an extension would offer a representational
tool for the history of structured data in general, and of data in XML documents in partic-
ular. It would also offer a representational tool for event models in high-level computer
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vision (see, e.g., [Badler 1975; Neumann and Novak 1983]), which are “a representation
of classes of events and a tool to recognise events in a given scene [Neumann and Novak
1983]”. The concepts of such a language are the atemporal concepts and the temporal
concepts, as given by the definition below:
Definition 11.1. Let x be an RA from the set {RCC8, CDA, CYCt}. Let NC , NaR, N tR
and NcF be mutually disjoint and countably infinite sets of concept names, atemporal role
names, temporal role names, and concrete features, respectively; NaaF a countably infinite
subset ofNaR whose elements are atemporal abstract features; and N taF a countably infinite
subset ofN tR whose elements are temporal abstract features. A temporal (concrete) feature
chain is any finite composition f t1 . . . f tng of n ≥ 0 temporal abstract features f t1, . . . , f tn
and one concrete feature g. The set of atemporal concepts and the set of temporal concepts
are the smallest sets such that:
(1) ⊤ and ⊥ are atemporal concepts
(2) a concept name is an atemporal concept
(3) if Ca and Da are atemporal concepts; Ct and Dt are temporal concepts; Ra is an
atemporal role (in general, and an atemporal abstract feature in particular); Rt is a
temporal role (in general, and a temporal abstract feature in particular); g is a concrete
feature; ut1, ut2 and ut3 are temporal feature chains; and P is a predicate, then:
(a) ¬Ca, Ca ⊓Da, Ca ⊔Da, ∃Ra.Ca, ∀Ra.Ca are atemporal concepts;
(b) ¬Ct, Ct ⊓Dt, Ct ⊔Dt, ∃Rt.Ct, ∀Rt.Ct are temporal concepts;
(c) Ca ⊓Ct, Ca ⊔ Ct, ∃Rt.Ca, ∀Rt.Ca are temporal concepts; and
(d) ∃(ut1)(ut2).P , if x binary, ∃(ut1)(ut2)(ut3).P , if x ternary, are temporal concepts.
A TBox T is now weakly cyclic if it satisfies the following two conditions:
(1) Whenever A uses B and B uses A, we have B = A.
(2) All possible occurrences of a defined concept B in the right hand side of the axiom
defining B itself, are within subconcepts of C of the form ∃R.D or ∀R.D, C being
the right hand side of the axiom, B .= C, defining B, with R being a temporal role
—in other words, we do not allow any cyclicity in any atemporal part of the TBox.
12. CONCLUSION
We have described how to enhance the expressiveness of modal temporal logics with qual-
itative spatial constraints. The theoretical framework consists of a spatio-temporalisation
of theALC(D) family of description logics with a concrete domain [Baader and Hanschke
1991], obtained by temporalising the roles, so that they consist of m + n immediate-
successor (accessibility) relations, the first m being general, not necessarily functional
roles, the other n abstract features; and spatialising the concrete domain, which is gener-
ated by an RCC8-like qualitative spatial language [Randell et al. 1992; Egenhofer 1991].
The result is a familyMT ALC(Dx) of languages for qualitative spatial change in general,
and for motion of spatial scenes in particular. We consideredMT ALC(Dx) weakly cyclic
TBoxes, expressive enough to capture most of existing modal temporal logics -which was
shown for Propositional Linear Temporal Logic PLT L, and for the CT L version of the
full branching modal temporal logic CT L∗ [Emerson 1990]. We proved that satisfiabil-
ity of a concept w.r.t. such a TBox is decidable, by reducing it to the emptiness problem
of a weak alternating automaton [Muller et al. 1992] augmented with qualitative spatial
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constraints. The accepting condition of a run of such an augmented weak alternating au-
tomaton involves, additionally to the states infinitely often repeated, consistency of a CSP
(Constraint Satisfaction Problem) potentially infinite. Nevertheless, the emptiness prob-
lem was shown to remain decidable. A tableaux-like procedure for the satisfiability of
an MT ALC(Dx) concept w.r.t. an MT ALC(Dx) weakly cyclic TBox, which we have
discussed, is straightforwardly obtainable from our results.
We also discussed various extensions of the work. In particular, we discussed that,
if, instead of interpreting the nodes of the k-ary structures as time points, and the roles
as immediate-successor relations, we interpreted the former as time intervals, the latter
as the meets relation of Allen’s time interval Relation Algebra (RA) [Allen 1983], the
satisfiability of a concept w.r.t. a weakly cyclic TBox remained decidable. This led to a
new family of languages for continuous spatial change.
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